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Should you quit Amazon Prime?
The discussion at tinyurl.com/
yd7sb9yz gives you reasons. The
Washington Post.
You can hide all other windows
except the active app. Use
Command + Option + H.
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Learn how to search in Notes on
the iPhone and iPad. Go to
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AT TIMES IMAGES MAY BE A BIT
FUZZY IF ORIGINAL IMAGES WERE
FUZZY. IF YOU NEED TO READ
THEM, PLEASE GO TO THE
ORIGINAL ARTICLE.
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MEETINGS - SECOND
SATURDAY OF THE MONTH

HOMEPOD FOCUS
BASICS OF SOCIAL MEDIA
Our presenter at this Saturday’s meeting will be Stan Horwitz
who will discuss the Basics of Social Media. He will explain
what social networking is and provide a brief overview of his
favorite social networks (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Strava, and
Meetup) and how to use social networks to support personal
and professional interests.
Stan Horwitz is a long-time MLMUG member and has been an
unoﬃcial Mac evangelist for many years. A veteran Mac user,
Stan uses his Macs for everything from personal taxes,
banking, and investments to interactive messaging, digital
photography, music, and keeping in touch with distant friends and family. He works
at Temple University in the Computer Services Department where he is responsible
for disaster recovery. Stan lives in the Art Museum area of Philadelphia with his cat,
Darwin, and is an avid photographer.

MLMUG MARCH

We meet at the Community Center in Hershey’s Mill in West Chester Take
Greenhill to the Hershey’s Drive entry and go up the hill to the Community
Center. Map is at tinyurl.com/mrmtnd7.
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Based on prior designs by
Marc Robinson, Steve
Evans & Bobby Foster
MLMUG Journal is
published monthly by the
Main Line Macintosh Users
Group and is available
online. It is produced using
Apple Pages, with a
Helvetica Neue font (Same
as Yosemite).

Permission is granted to nonprofit groups and other Macintosh
User Groups to reproduce items in this newsletter. Please
include the author’s or artist’s name, the MLMUG Journal title,
and our copyright notice. A copy should also be mailed to:
Editor, MLMUG Journal, P.O. Box 1374, Southeastern, PA 19399
or emailed to msb@lpilease.com.
© 2018 Journal content not written by members is included
courtesy of the sources or the fair use doctrine. Product names
& images are trademarks or copyrights of the respective
owners.
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Typical Meeting Agenda
9:00 - 9:05: Call to order in main meeting
room.
9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special
Interest Groups (SIGs) convene in
separate rooms. The three current
SIGs are:
Newer Users- We cover the most
basic questions you may have about
your Mac/iDevices and how to use
them.
Multimedia - We discuss using your
Mac/iDevices and applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.
OS - We go beyond basics to discuss
Apple’s current operating systems,
using your Macs & iDevices, & various
applications, & have Q&A.
10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all
attendees.
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.

MLMUG Email list
The Main Line Macintosh Users
Group has its own email list,
hosted at Yahoo Groups. Compose
your letter and email it to
mlmug@yahoogroups.com and
your message will be sent to
everyone on the mailing list..
Contact Bob Barton if you are a
member and you are not on the
list.
Please observe rules of etiquette.
in Yahoo Groups Terms of Service.
The MLMUG list may be used to
post Apple/Macintosh-related
items for sale, but any solicitation
of members through the list is
forbidden without the written
consent of a MLMUG oﬃcer.

10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a
member or guest)
11:50 - Noon: Raﬄes and silent auctions.
Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.

3

New Users SIG
You don’t have to wait a whole month to
get answers to your basic Mac questions!
Get together with other members on the
fourth Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each
regular meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.
Many new users have said that they can
learn much more from face-to-face
meetings than they do from manuals or
other sources. That’s what this meeting is
all about. Go to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
for details.
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President, Program Director &
Vendor Liaison

Newsletter Copy Editor & Apple
User Group Ambassador

Maria O. Arguello

Deane Lappin

mariarguello@mac.com
Vice President & Multimedia SIG
Co-Chair

deanezl@verizon.net
Newer Users SIG Co-Chair &
Webmaster

Larry Campbell

Bob Barton
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Membership Information
Membership dues are $25 for individuals and $35 for
families. Memberships are based on your anniversary
date, which is the month you joined. You will be emailed reminders when membership fee is due.
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined,
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:

lcampbell9@me.com
Treasurer, Membership &
Facilities Coordinator

barton@bee.net
Newsletter Graphics Editor

Elliott Cobin

Sally Bazrod

eicobin@gmail.com
Secretary & Newsletter Editor

sallybazrod@mac.com

Mark Bazrod

Adam Rice

msb@lpilease.com
Member-at-Large

adam@adamrice.org
Raﬄe Chair

• Discounts. Vendors oﬀer special prices to User
Group members.

Deane Lappin

Susan Czarnecki

deanezl@verizon.net

sparsefur@yahoo.com

• Web Site with 2-3 years of MLMUG
newsletters, meeting information, a member
directory, directions to our meetings, and much
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.

Educational Liaison
Linda McNeil
mcneil.linda@gmail.com
Multimedia SIG Co-Chair

OS/iOS SIG Chair

• Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share,
and meet everyone from working Mac
professionals to new Mac users from all
backgrounds.
• Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting
Mac news, tips, and information.
• Useful free items at the monthly Raﬄes.

Social Secretary

• MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical
questions or comments to each other and the
experts within the group.

Gail Montgomery

• Reviewers keep items reviewed.
Are you ready to join? Please make a check
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly
meeting or mail it to:
Treasurer, MLMUG
P.O. Box 1374
Southeastern, PA 19399
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Pages files, Numbers files, Keynote files, Preview files, TextEdit
files, etc. I organized my files by application 30-40 years ago, but
that is an unsatisfactory method today. Also folders are show in
Icon View which is unsatisfactory (to me). You can switch to List
View by checking the hamburger menu at the top right of the main
window.

By Mark Bazrod

Files Trials

Some of the files are downloaded to my iPad; others are not. I
cannot find the reason. If I click on an undownloaded article, it
doesn’t work most of the time. That is unsatisfactory if I am using
the iPad away from the iMac and I need to use an undownloaded
file.

This is a tale of trials by Files; of joys and woes; and examples of
inexplicable searches for information.
Quite some time ago we had just one personal computer. Those
days are long gone. Now many of us have several computing
devices - Macs, PCs, iPads, and iPhones.

If you select a file and hold it, you will get a pop-up menu which
allows you to copy, rename, move, share, and tag the file and
also get info on the file.

The ideal is to have all our files available on all of our computing
devices, no matter where you generated - and at a reasonable
cost. The approach is to use a combination of iCloud and Files
The result, however, is that the ideal is somewhat available for a
good percentage of Mac users. Sort of.

Files appears to keep various versions of a file, although if the
various versions of downloaded, it appears they are combined
into the latest version of the file.
I can access files in ICloud Drive in several ways. I can sign in to
my account at icloud.com and see all the files, but they are under
the separate application folders, not the subfolders I saved them
to on the iMac. I get the same result by opening the Finder and
going to iCloud Drive.

Files is the iOS equivalent of macOS’s Finder, but it has nowhere
near the functionality of Finder. It’s not a bad start, but instructions
are sorely lacking and you have to do a lot of searching and
playing around before you can figure out how to best utilize Files.
To save your files in iCloud, go to macOS System Preferences >
iCloud > iCloud Drive > Options > Desktop and Documents
Folders. What this does it is to copy all the files in your Desktop
and Documents folders and subfolders to iCloud Drive and make
those files available to all our devices - if the devices are
connected to the Internet. I have about 45 GB of document files
so that’s fine for the 50 GB of storage I pay Apple a $1 a month
for.

The sidebar in Finder has several lines for iCloud so I can easily
identify iCloud files. The sidebar for Pathfinder combines the local
and iCloud files as one unit so can’t easily tell which files are on
the iCloud. Thus, I’m using Finder more often, although I still
prefer Pathfinder most of the time.

Files provides a limited number of folders (which it calls
Locations) located on the left side of the main Files window. The
main folder is iCloud Drive which has a number of subfolders, but
they are based upon applications. There are separate folders for

One of the Apple support pages states “When you add your
Desktop and Documents to iCloud Drive, all of your files move
to iCloud”. I think that is no longer true. Another support page
states “When you add your Desktop and Documents to iCloud
Drive, all of your files move to iCloud and any new files you create

Most of my new files or say on my iMac, but at times they are
saved in iCloud and am still not sure why.
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are automatically stored in iCloud too. However, it seems that
almost all my files are still on my iMac.
If I want to find a file in iCloud, I do a search for the file and can’t
go to the subfolder where it resides on my Mac. It’s similar to only
using tags. It’s unsatisfactory, although the problem is somewhat
somewhat eased when I have the files sorted by date and I am
looking of a relatively recent file.
So my conclusion is that Files is not too bad of a start for a
Finder-like program for iOS, but it does seem that Apple has a
long way to go to make Files really usable. It’s great be able to
access files on a diﬀerent device than the device which created
them-as long as you can accept the limitations in what I think are
the design flaws in Files. And it is great when you have files
sorted by date and you’re looking for a relatively recent file.

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2018 MEETINGS
January 13
February 10
March 10
April 14
May 12
June 9
July
August
September 8
October 13
November 10
December 18
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Pot Luck Brunch, Swap Meet, Members’
Show & Tell, & Election of Oﬃcers
Bob Barton – Drones and Their Future
Stan Horwitz – The Basics of Social Media
Dave Hamilton - TBD
Lisa Rysinger - TBD
Picnic
Recess - Summer
Recess - Summer
Joe Kissel - TBD
Joe Myshko - TBD
Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus - TBD
Pot Luck Brunch, Swap Meet, Members’
Show & Tell, & Election of Oﬃcers
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Matt Hanson posted the following article to techradar.com
onFebruary 22, 2018. /tinyurl.com/y8emqbzk. © Future US, Inc.
He is TechRadar's Computing editor. Having written for a number
of magazines and websites, there's no aspect of technology that
Matt isn't passionate about, especially computing & PC gaming.

•
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New Space Gray color is ace

Against
•
•
•

iMac Pro Review

Very expensive
Non user-upgradable
Magic Mouse 2 still frustrating

The iMac Pro, as the name suggests, is a powerful, sleek and
stylish all-in-one computer with the familiar form factor of Apple’s
iMac range, but with the power, features and, yes, price that is
squarely aimed at professional users.

Is this the ultimate all-in-one for professionals?

By Matt Hanson

When Apple unveiled the iMac Pro at its WWDC event last year, it
touted the computer as ‘the most powerful Mac ever made,’ and
it is clear that the Cupertino company has succeeded. This is an
incredibly powerful machine that’s been built for professional
use.
And, it’s not about power for power’s sake – this is a carefullybuilt machine whose powerful components can help speed up
the workflow for professionals. Sure, the price tag is steep, but if
it can help reduce the time you work on projects, the time you
save that can be put into working with clients or taking on further
Spec Sheet
Here is the Apple iMac Pro configuration sent to TechRadar for
review:

Introduction, price and design

CPU: 3.0GHz Intel Xeon W (deca-core, 14MB cache, up to 4.5GHz)
Graphics: AMD Vega 64 (16GB HBM2 RAM)
RAM: 128GB DDR4 (2,666MHz)
Screen: 27-inch 5K (5,120 x 2,880) Retina display (P3 wide color)
Storage: 2TB SSD
Ports: 4 x USB-C (Thunderbolt 3), 4 x USB 3.0, SDXC card reader,
10Gb Ethernet, 3.5mm audio jack
Connectivity: 802.11ac Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.2
Operating system: macOS 10.13 High Sierra
Camera: FaceTime HD (1080p) webcam
Weight: 21.5 pounds
Size: 25.6 x 8 x 20.3 inches

Our Verdict
The iMac Pro is a powerful, professional all-in-one that certainly
won’t be for everyone. It has oodles of power and a huge price
tag to match. However, if the iMac Pro is suited for your needs,
then you won’t be disappointed.

For
•
•
•

Most powerful Mac ever
Excellent design
Keeps cool
7
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and you wouldn’t know what to do with a graphics card with 8GB
– let alone 16GB – of HBM2 memory, then, again, the iMac Pro
isn’t for you.

Price and availability
Despite it looking a lot like a standard iMac, the iMac Pro is
aimed squarely at professionals, with workstation-level
computing power that will be easily more than what most people
need for day-to-day computing, and with a price tag to match.
However, if you are a professional photographer, game designer
or architect, then you’ll probably be looking at the iMac Pro as an
investment.

However, if you’re heavily invested in the Apple ecosystem, love
the all-in-one designs of previous iMacs, and need a workstation
that will handle intensive workloads, then the iMac Pro could be
your ideal machine, and the undeniably high cost could justify
itself. If you find yourself hanging around while your current
machine compiles code, or renders 3D images, then spending
that sort of money to drastically cut down (or even eliminate) that
time could be a no-brainer.

So, how much is the iMac Pro going for? As you’d expect from a
computer that’s aimed at professionals, the iMac Pro comes in a
number of configurations, so there is scope for configuring the
iMac Pro to suit the needs of you and your business, as well as
your budget.

Design
Considering the boosted specifications of the iMac Pro
compared to the standard iMac, Apple has done an excellent job
of maintaining the iconic look of the all-in-one machine. All those
impressive components are located behind the 27-inch screen,
leading to an attractive, minimalist machine that looks great in
any oﬃce or studio.

The baseline model of the iMac Pro costs $4,999. For this price,
you get a 27-inch 5K Retina display, an 8-core Intel Xeon W
processor, AMD Radeon Vega 56 (8GB) graphics, 32GB of errorcorrecting code (ECC) memory and a 1TB solid-state drive (SSD).

The fact that Apple has kept the body as thin as it has is also
testament to the eﬀort, and careful design considerations,
involved in the creation of the iMac Pro. At its edges, the iMac
Pro is an impressive 5mm (0.2 inches) thick, meaning it won’t
hog too much space on your desk. It also weighs just 9.7kg
(21.38 pounds), which means it’s easy enough to move from
desk to desk if needs be.

Next, you can buy an iMac with a 10-core Xeon W CPU, 16GB of
high-bandwidth memory (HBM2) AMD Vega 64 graphics and a
whopping 2TB SSD. That model costs $7,999.
The top-end iMac Pro comes with an 18-core Intel Xeon W
processor, 128GB of RAM, 4TB of SSD storage and the same
AMD Radeon Vega 64 GPU for $13,199. Of course, that’s a huge
investment, but you’re getting a heck of a lot of power as well.

Having such powerful components, which require more power
and therefore produce more heat, means that a capable cooling
system is required – especially considering the slimline design of
the iMac Pro. Thankfully, Apple’s engineers have created an
impressive cooling system for the iMac Pro, with dual fans that
help circulate cool air over components, while expelling hot air.

You can also tweak each of these configurations further, for
example changing the SSD size, adjusting the amount of RAM or
going for a 14-core Intel Xeon processor, which will alter the final
price of the machine.
These specifications and the price tags involved alone will let you
know if the iMac Pro is for you. If spending almost as much as a
new car on an iMac seems extravagant, then this is not the
machine for you. If you rarely use graphic-intensive programs,

In our tests, this did an excellent job of keeping the iMac Pro
cool while under a lot of pressure: editing 4K HDR content in
Final Cut Pro X, a pretty strenuous task, while also reducing the
8
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noise of the fans. Sure, it emits heat while being used, but that’s
the point of the cooling system, and we are impressed with how
quiet it is. With an all-in-one machine that sits in front of you on
your desk, you don’t want any distracting fan noises while you
work, and the iMac Pro does an excellent job of mitigating that.

MARCH 2018

Because the iMac Pro is designed for professionals, color
reproduction has to be as accurate as possible. This is essential
for photographers, graphics artists and video editors, amongst
others. The screen supports the P3 wide-gamut color space, an
RGB color space that is widely used in digital movie production.
If you work with digital film, then this support will be hugely
welcome, though not too surprising. Apple iMacs have supported
it since 2015, as does the iMac’s competitor: the Surface Studio
all-in-one by Microsoft.

According to Apple, the cooling solution, which includes a highcapacity heat sink and extra venting on the back of the device,
allows for almost 75% more airflow and an 80% increase in
system thermal capacity. All the while, the iMac Pro uses 67%
more power than a 27-inch iMac.

While P3 is wider than sRGB, it’s not quite as wide as Adobe
RGB. So, if you’re relying on Adobe RGB – for example, if you
work in printing and publishing – then you may be disappointed
with the lack of Adobe RGB support here. For many people,
however, the P3 color space will be perfectly fine and a big
improvement over sRGB.

So, if you’re a fan of the iconic look of previous iMacs, but want a
device that oﬀers some serious hardware for professional use,
then you’re going to be very pleased with the iMac Pro. One
particularly noticeable diﬀerence with the iMac Pro’s design,
compared to regular iMacs, is that it comes in a new color
scheme: Space Gray.

On the bezel above the top of the screen resides the FaceTime
camera, like with other iMacs, but there are a few major
improvements here. For a start, it can record in 1080p resolution,
whereas previous FaceTime cameras on iMacs were 720p.

As you’d expect from an Apple product, the Spay Gray iMac is
gorgeous to look at, and the included Magic Mouse 2, Magic
Keyboard and Magic Trackpad 2 also come in the new color,
looking just as fantastic.

The boost in resolution is immediately apparent when using the
iMac Pro for video calls. So, for client meetings, or chatting to
work colleagues, this increase in video quality is greatly
appreciated.

Of course, as nice as the body and peripherals look, the most
important aspect, especially if you’re a professional
photographer, video or image editor, is the screen. The 27-inch
5K screen is described by Apple as it’s ‘best ever,’ with 500 nits
of brightness, an increase of 43% over the screen brightness of
previous iMacs. The 5,120 x 2,880-pixel resolution is just as
impressive here as it is on high-end iMacs, which also feature
this resolution, and the boost over 4K resolution (3,840 x 2,160)
means video editors can work on 4K video at full resolution,
while also having room on screen for their editing tools.

The webcam also features four microphones, compared to a
single one on the 5K iMac. This array of microphones also helps
eliminate background noise and, as they are placed at the top of
the screen (rather than at the bottom with previous iMacs), it
does an excellent job of noise cancelling. Of course, if you work
in very noisy environments, you’ll still want to use a headset for
the best possible sound quality, but these improvements are very
welcome.

It’s little touches like this that make the iMac Pro such a
compelling choice for professionals, and help speed up your
workflow by eliminating the need to enter and exit full-screen
mode if you’re on a 4K – or lower – monitor.

While Apple has caught flack for limiting the ports in its
professional-oriented MacBook Pro, the iMac Pro suﬀers no such
problems, with a decent array of ports that will allow you to hook
up many peripherals to the device.
9
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way to justifying the steep price tag.

Magic peripherals

At the base of the back of the iMac Pro, you get a 3.5mm
headphone jack, SDXC card slot, four full-size USB 3.0 ports,
four Thunderbolt 3 USB-C ports and a 10Gb Ethernet, which
oﬀers incredible network speeds. The four USB 3.0 ports are
welcome for older, legacy, peripherals and devices, while the
Thunderbolt 3 USB-C ports support Thunderbolt devices with up
to 40Gbps data transfers, and USB 3.1 devices.

The iMac Pro comes with the Magic Keyboard with Numeric
Keypad, Magic Mouse 2 and, optionally, the Magic Trackpad 2 –
all of which come in the new (to the iMac range) Space Gray
color. Apart from the new color, these peripherals should be
pretty familiar.
We’re glad to get the Magic Keyboard version with a numeric
keypad, as that’s definitely a convenient addition for quickly
writing up sums. While we wouldn’t describe the typing
experience on the keyboard as ‘magic’, despite its thin keys and
shallow travel, it’s comfortable enough to type on. However, if
you’re planning on doing a lot of writing, then you may find a
more tactile keyboard is more comfortable.

The Thunderbolt 3 ports can also be used to connect extra
displays, such as two 5K external displays at 60Hz, or four 4K
UHD displays at 60Hz. Basically, you’re pretty much set for ports,
and we’re glad to see that Apple hasn’t skimped here.
However, while the slimline all-in-one design certainly looks
impressive, it does mean that this is a workstation you won’t be
able to easily open up, tinker with and upgrade components
yourself. This may not be an issue for many people; however, if
you want an easily-upgradable device for future-proofing, then
this won’t be a device for you.

In our view, the Magic Mouse 2 is much more successful. While
the design hasn’t changed (apart from the color) since its debut
in 2015, many would argue that if it’s not broken, don’t fix it.
The mouse feels smooth and responsive in use, and handles well
on a variety of surfaces. If you’re used to using Macs, then you’ll
feel right at home, though again, for some tasks you’ll probably
find it better to plug in a specialized pointing device.

Overall, the design of the iMac Pro is everything you’d expect
from Apple: gorgeously made, with some genuinely innovative
features and excellent professional-focused details that go some
10
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There is something we do still think is broken with the Magic
Mouse 2, and which we’d love Apple to fix: the fact that to
charge it, you need to plug the Lightning cable into the bottom of
the mouse.

wallpaper, or mess around in the operating system.

Not only is this a rather inelegant way to charge, it also means
you can’t use the Magic Mouse 2 while recharging its battery, a
baﬄing design decision that we’re frustrated with Apple for
failing to rectify.

Apple is at great pains to make clear that the iMac Pro is
designed for professionals, and the software that they rely on. In
our time with the iMac Pro we saw how well the machine copes
with various workloads and intensive professional software, and
how the power behind the machine can positively aﬀect your
workload.

It’s how the machine performs under intense workloads that’s
important, and again, the iMac Pro is seriously impressive.

Finally, the Magic Trackpad 2 is a handy addition with an edgeto-edge surface that allows you to control the iMac Pro in a
similar fashion to a MacBook. Used alongside the mouse and
keyboard, it’s quite a nice alternative method for scrolling
through files and websites, and zooming in and out of photos
(amongst other uses).

The iMac Pro’s performance when working with Final Cut Pro X is
a great example. Thanks to the processor and graphics card
inside the iMac Pro, editing large, high-resolution video files is
made much quicker, as you’re able to edit, add eﬀects, tweak
colors, add more to scenes and then watch your changes back
instantly – even in real time.

The lack of change with these peripherals will please anyone
who’s a fan of them, and annoy anyone who doesn’t like them,
and was hoping for something a bit more special for the iMac
Pro. The new color makes them look fantastic, it has to be said,
and the Magic Keyboard and Magic Mouse 2 paired with the
iMac Pro as soon as they were switched on.

You’re never having to wait for a preview of your changes to be
rendered, potentially saving you hours of time on every project.
This computer is also capable of on-the-fly editing of 360 video,
where you can edit the footage while someone else views the
changes on a connected HTC Vive virtual reality headset. This
might not be a particularly common use case, but it shows the
powerful multitasking versatility of the iMac Pro – and remember,
the one we’ve tested isn’t even the highest specced version.

Strangely, the Magic Trackpad 2 didn’t pair automatically – we
had to connect it to the iMac Pro via the included Lightning cable
(which comes in black) before we could use it with the iMac Pro
wirelessly.

The powerful CPU also makes the iMac Pro a brilliant machine
for transcoding video files. We used Handbrake to turn a 10
minute-long, 4K 60 frame-per-second (FPS) file into a 1080p
30FPS file, and it took just four minutes using the normal
settings. Again, if you find yourself hanging around waiting for
large video files to transcode, then the iMac Pro’s ability to
drastically reduce those times will make its price tag seem
increasingly justified.

Performance and verdict
The configuration that Apple sent us to review comes with a
3.0GHz 10-core Intel Xeon W processor, 128GB of DDR4 RAM
and a Radeon Pro Vega 64 graphics card with 16GB of HBM2
memory. With those specs, and the price tag that’s attached,
you’d expect the iMac Pro to perform brilliantly – and it does.
The latest macOS High Sierra feels incredibly smooth and
snappy when in use, thanks to the 2TB SSD it’s installed on, and
the desktop looked gorgeous on the 27-inch display. Of course,
you won’t be buying an iMac Pro to just stare at desktop

Another good example of how the power of the iMac Pro can
help professional workflows is with the Twinmotion program,
which is aimed at architects, allowing them to create virtual
11
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representations of their planned buildings. As well as showing
the buildings in high fidelity 3D graphics, the application uses
physics, weather simulation and more to demonstrate what the
final building will be like, allowing architects to present their plans
to their clients.
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Cupertino company. The Magic Mouse 2 still has that annoying
quirk of needing to be charged from beneath, and we’d have like
to have seen that altered.
Finally, no Adobe RGB support on the screen may make some
professionals think twice, though for the vast majority of people,
the P3 color space will be more than enough.

All of this is pretty demanding stuﬀ, and on the iMac Pro it ran
impressively smoothly.

Final verdict

As you can see from our benchmark results, this iMac Pro model
is certainly a bit of a beast when it comes to power. Just by
comparing the benchmark results against last year’s iMac – with
the Cinebench CPU benchmark score of 2,049cb compared to
the iMac’s 544, and Geekbench 4 multi-core score of 37,070
compared to the iMac’s 13,363, you can see what a huge leap in
performance the iMac Pro brings.

In many ways, the iMac Pro is the pinnacle of Apple’s computing
division – it’s easily the most powerful machine the company has
ever made, and yet it still retains that irresistible slimline design
and build quality that iMacs are known for.
It goes without saying, due to the price and power levels
displayed here, that the iMac Pro is not aimed at the general
consumer. For day-to-day tasks, and even casual photo or video
editing, the immense power of the iMac Pro will be wasted.

The iMac Pro certainly performs like a workstation at around this
price point. If you have a number of Mac applications you rely on
for work, and you’d like them to run faster than ever before, then
you should definitely consider the iMac Pro; otherwise, you may
be better oﬀ sticking with a standard iMac with mainstream
components (and a more palatable price).

If you are in need of a workstation machine that packs loads of
power, but you’re not too fussed on looks – and being able to
open up, tinker and upgrade the machine is essential to you –
then look elsewhere.

We liked

However, for people working in industries that use software that’s
extremely complex and power-consuming, then you’ll find a
brilliant workstation-grade device inside a sleek and attractive
iMac design. For many professionals, that means the iMac Pro is
a dream come true, and even the high price should not dissuade
you.

As a professional workstation, the iMac Pro ticks a heck of a lot
of boxes. It has cutting edge components that can make drastic
improvements to your day-to-day workflow, freeing you up to
concentrate on other aspects of the project you’re working on.
Plus, the design remains second-to-none. The Space Gray color
scheme looks attractive, and being able to set it up on a desk in
a few minutes, thanks to its all-in-one nature, is a definite bonus.
The price is undeniably high, but for the most part it’s justified,
thanks to the powerful components and Apple build quality;
however, you are paying a premium to get a device from the
12
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Glenn Fleishman posted the following article to macworld.com
on February 23, 2018. tinyurl.com/ya4nn4k3. © IDG Consumer &
SMB. He is a Senior Contributor to Macworld and a regular
contributor to the Economist, Fast Company, and Boing Boing.
He appears regularly on public radio to discuss the tech industry.
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• You can use Disk Utility to upgrade a Time Machine
HFS+ volume to APFS without a warning. You’d think Disk Utility
would detect the Time Machine backup and stop you, but it
doesn’t.
• Once upgraded to APFS, the Time Machine backup
archive is mostly useless, even though files aren’t destroyed.

Another Warning: Don't Convert Your
Time Machine Volume From HFS+ To
APFS

The archive becomes useless, because APFS doesn’t support
hard links. These are a special kind of alias. A soft link is a
pointer to a destination file that looks to the operating system like
a pointer. A hard link looks to the operating system like an actual
file, even though it’s just a pointer. This allows a single copy of a
file to be in a filesystem, but have many pointers that reference it,
and they can be manipulated and copied as if they exist in
multiple places.

By Glenn Fleishman

Time Machine backups start with a full backup of a drive for
every file, and then in subsequent backups it creates folderbased snapshots that use a mix of hard links for files that haven’t
changed and new files for ones that have. This makes Time
Machine accessible through the Finder as well as through the
Time Machine app’s graphical interface.
Months after the release of macOS 10.13 High Sierra, folks are
still having problems with limitations of the new Apple File
System (APFS) format required for SSDs that run High Sierra,
and which you can optionally upgrade other drives to use. That
includes your columnist, who biﬀed a Time Machine
question that’s now updated for accuracy.
Time Machine can work with APFS volumes, but the shape looks
like this:
• Time Machine can archive files from both HFS+ and
APFS volumes.

A Time Machine HFS+ volume is rendered eﬀectively useless
when converted to APFS.

• Time Machine volumes must be HFS+.
13
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Because APFS lacks hard link support, converting an HFS+
volume to APFS destroys those links and replaces them with
broken soft-link aliases. Thus, Macworld reader Yousif noted to
me on Twitter that he’d upgraded his HFS+ Time Machine
volume to APFS, but he couldn’t copy the backups.backupdb
folder, because the aliases were broken. He received a “the
operation can’t be completed because it isn’t supported” error. I
tried this with individual files that existed on the APFS volume
and were not aliases, and received the same error.

MARCH 2018

EDITOR QUESTION - So what should we do? Keep our last
time Machine archive before upgrading to High Sierra and
then start a new Time Machine on a new drive or partition?

-

Time Machine files, even ones that aren’t aliases, can’t be copied.
It appears that all the individual copies of files that Time Machine
made are intact, so you could manually browse folders to find
older versions. That’s better than entirely losing those archives,
but it’s not fun, and being unable to copy them directly make
them near useless. There doesn’t appear to be any way yet (and
possibly ever) to copy that folder to another drive or to restore
the hard links, though I would think a developer might be able to
write a utility that could handle it.
You can reformat an APFS drive back to HFS+, but it requires
erasing the drive completely. Time Machine will oﬀer to handle
the erasure and formatting if you try to use an APFS drive for
Time Machine. But that, of course, doesn’t restore your archives,
either.
There’s no advantage to using APFS on hard drives, and the
filesystem isn’t ready for (or maybe will never come to?) Fusion
drives that pair an SSD and hard drive for aﬀordability, so I
reiterate my advice: don’t upgrade drives manually to APFS.
14
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on February 18,
2018. tinyurl.com/y9wqjugj. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips
and good info.
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1. Open Safari if you have not done so already
2. Click into the URL address bar (or hit Command + L)
and enter the ticker symbol you want to check the price for, for
example “AAPL”

How To Quickly Get Stock Prices From
Safari URL Bar On Mac

3. The current price of the entered ticker symbol will
appear below the address bar, clicking on that result will open
the stock symbol in Yahoo Finance
That’s all there is to it. You can check just about any stock
symbol this way, and most ETF and mutual funds should work
too, though I have found there are some that are not detected as
ticker symbols properly and don’t show up with a price quote.
Note that if you disabled Safari Suggestions on the Mac then the
stock ticker symbol lookup trick will not work. Those settings can
be accessed in the Safari Preferences and are enabled by
default, but some users may have turned the feature oﬀ if Safari
was freezing up when the address bar is selected, something
that can occasionally happen on older Macs or slower internet
connections.The Safari Suggestions feature is diﬀerent from the
search suggestions feature, which oﬀers suggestions of similar
search items in the Safari URL bar as you type. Each can be
enabled or disable independently if desired, much like you can
hide the Favorites dropdown menu in Mac Safari too.

Safari for Mac can quickly give you stock price quotes for any
ticker symbol right from the address bar, oﬀering yet another way
to keep track of equities for those who like to follow the day-today ride of the stock market.
Of course you can just google or web-search for a ticker symbol
too, but a Safari feature called Safari Suggestions oﬀers an
ultrafast way of getting the price of a stock without having to
search the web, all you need is the ticker symbol.

This is just one of myriad ways to get stock quotes on a Mac,
you can also get current prices of ticker symbols with Spotlight,
from the Notification Center Stocks section, with a Dashboard
widget, or with Siri too. So whether you’re a bull or bear, you’re
never far from knowing where the market is moving, or just in
case you want to know how much money you’d have if you had
bought Apple stock instead of Apple products if you want a
subtle reminder to invest for the future.

This is a super simple trick, here’s how it works:

How to Get Stock Price Quotes from the Safari
Address Bar on Mac
All modern versions of Safari for Mac should support this feature:
15
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Todd Haselton posted the following article to cnbc.com on
February 27, 2018. tinyurl.com/y8c3zr9a. © CNBC LLC. He is the
Technology Products Editor for CNBC. He has reviewed gadgets
for a decade for a variety of publications.

notes, but I've found that I barely ever use it or the Apple Pencil
that works with it.
For example, say I wanted to take notes at a meeting. I had to
take the iPad Pro in my backpack, pull it out and set it up on a
table. Then, because my handwriting isn't perfect, there's no
guarantee I'd be able to read my notes later.

I'm Selling My iPad Pro Because My
iPhone X Does Everything I Need

It's a lot less cumbersome and more reliable just to pull my
iPhone out of my pocket and take notes with the digital
keyboard, then access them later on my laptop through iCloud.
Plus, with my iPhone I don't have to worry about a hotspot or
tethering to a mobile device, since I bought the cheaper iPad Pro
that doesn't have a built-in cellular connection.

By Todd Haselton
•

Apple's 10.5-inch iPad Pro was promising when it launched,
but I don't even use it anymore and am selling it.

•

I've found I'm much more likely to use my iPhone X for tasks
I once performed on my iPad Pro.

•
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My iPad always seems to be dead, too. It lasts a couple days on
a single charge, but charging it up requires me to plug it in and
leave it there for a couple hours -- which is time I often don't
have. My iPhone charges more quickly and can be juiced up on a
wireless charging pad throughout the day.

Next year, I'll probably buy a larger iPhone X, if reports are
true, instead of buying a new iPad.

I bought Apple's 10.5-inch iPad Pro last year when it launched
because I thought I'd use it for work, taking notes and watching
movies.

Finally, I can't really use iPad Pro for work, since it doesn't
support the online content management system we use to write
and post articles at CNBC. (It can't load the appropriate plug-ins
and does not run the security software the company requires.)
That means I need to carry a laptop anyway. It's just not worth
carrying another large form-factor device.

Now I'm selling it, because I bought an iPhone X and found out it
does everything I need from an iPad, and more.
The 5.8-inch screen on the iPhone X is big enough for everything
I thought I needed a larger screen for. It's a small size increase
over the iPhone 8 Plus display, which measures 5.5 inches in
size, but there are barely any plastic side bezels on the iPhone X,
which means it's more compact with a bigger screen than the 8
Plus. There's also a better OLED screen that's brighter and more
colorful. And, compared with both the iPhone 8 Plus and 10.5inch iPad, it's more comfortable to hold for longer periods of
time.

Apple continues to sell iPads, and I'm still very interested to see
what the next generation brings, especially if it includes faster
charging and longer battery life. As iPhones get larger -- and
reports suggest Apple may launch an even bigger 6.5-inch
iPhone X next year -- I'm not so sure I'll ever need one again. I'll
just stick with the bigger iPhones.
So, for now, my 10.5-inch iPad Pro is for sale. What once fit
wonderfully into my lifestyle is no longer needed. Funny it was
cannibalized by an iPhone.

Movies and games are still just as immersive, and the stereo
speakers provide really good audio when I'm watching or playing
them.
I also thought the 10.5-inch iPad Pro would be great for taking
16
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Daniel Nations posted the following article to about.com on July
08, 2017. tinyurl.com/mqmmsgn. © About.com. He has been
writing, programming and following technology since back in the
Commodore Vic 20 days.

find the web browser so you can surf the Internet, how to play
music on the iPad, how to buy music and movies from the iTunes
store and how to boot up the app store so you can start
downloading apps. More »

iPad Help: 12 Lessons For Beginners

02
iPad Training 101: A New User's Guide to the
iPad

By Daniel Nations

This lesson builds upon the first lesson, teaching you how to
navigate the iPad and even how to organize and arrange the
apps on the screen. Did you know you can create a folder and fill
it with apps? Or that you can delete an app that you no longer
use? You'll even learn how to find the best apps in the App Store
by using top charts, customer ratings and locating the featured
apps. More »

Basic iPad Lessons to Teach You the iPad

Are you thinking about buying an iPad and want to learn more
about it? Or do you own an iPad and want to put it to better use?
These lessons are designed for beginners and will cover the very
basics from what that round button at the bottom of the iPad
does to how you can move or delete an app. There is even a
lesson with tips that will help you get the most out of the iPad
and perhaps even teach your friends a neat trick or two.

03 Downloading Your First iPad App

How to Save Money Buying an iPad

We've covered the App Store, but we haven't taken you step-bystep through downloading your first app. If you are still a little
overwhelmed with the app store -- and with over half a million
apps, it's easy to get overwhelmed -- this lesson will guide you
through downloading the iBooks application, which is Apple's
reader and store for ebooks. This is a great app to have, and
once you are finished with the lesson, you should find
downloading apps to be a breeze. More »

01 A Guided Tour of the iPad

04 The First 10 Things You Should Do With Your iPad
If you are looking for a quick start guide and want to hit the
ground running, check out the first things you should do with
your iPad. This guide skips the basics and takes you through
some of the tasks the experienced tablet user should do on day
one with their new iPad such as connecting to Facebook,
downloading Dropbox for cloud storage and setting up your own
radio station on Pandora. More »

05 How to Navigate the iPad Like a Pro

The first lesson deals with the actual iPad, including what comes
in the box and what that circular button at the bottom does and
the basics of the iPad's user interface. You will also learn how to

OK, so you have the basics down. Is that all you need? The
beginner courses in navigating and organizing your iPad are
17
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perfectly fine for most people, but power users have all sorts of
little tricks they use to find apps quicker and get the most out of
the iPad experience. If you want to take it to the next level, this
guide will teach you some of these tricks. More »
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10 How to Organize Your Life Using the iPad
It's great to learn how to use the iPad more eﬀectively, but what
about using the iPad to become more eﬀective in your life? The
iPad can be a wonderful organizational tool capable of doing
everything from reminding you to take out the trash to keeping
up with your busy schedule to organizing huge tasks into a
succinct to-do list. More »

06 The Best Uses for the iPad
We've covered tips, but what about diﬀerent ways to use the
iPad? The iPad has a lot of cool uses that most of us might not
ever think of on our own such as using it as a portable TV, as a
photo album or even as a GPS for the car. This lesson is
designed to spark your creativity on diﬀerent ways you might use
the iPad both around the house and on the go. More »

11 How to Childproof Your iPad
Whether you are buying an iPad for a child or if your kid is simply
going to be using your iPad, it is important to know how to lock
down the device.

07 17 Ways Siri Can Help You Be More Productive

This might be as simple as disabling in-app purchases to ensure
you don't get a nasty surprise with your iTunes bill or restricting
the Safari web browser from bringing up adult websites, both of
which can be great protections for your child and still allow you
to use the iPad without much notice of the restrictions.

Siri can sometimes be overlooked by those new to the iPad, but
once you really get to know the voice-recognition personal
assistant living inside your tablet, she can become indispensable.
Perhaps the easiest way to use Siri is to tell her to open an app
by saying "launch [app name]" or play music by saying "play The
Beatles". But she can do much, much more than that if you give
her a chance. More »

Or childproofing can be as thorough as only allow "G" rated
apps, music and movies to be downloaded, the app store
completely disabled and features like FaceTime and iMessage
restricted. More »

08 The Best Free iPad Apps
Okay, now you can download apps. Let's put that to good use.
This collection of apps covered everything from streaming highquality movies to an app that lets you create your own radio
station to a collection of fantastic recipes. There's an app for
almost everyone in this list, and best of all, these apps are
absolutely free. So even if you don't like one of these
recommendations, it won't cost you a dime. More »

12 How to Reboot Your iPad
The final lesson teaches the number one most used
troubleshooting step used by tech support analysts all over the
world: rebooting the device. This lesson was covered briefly in
the tips lesson, but it is so important, it is mentioned here to
make sure everyone has the opportunity to learn how to reboot
their iPad. It doesn't matter if you are suﬀering from an iPad that
is frozen, one that is having trouble loading web pages or an iPad
that is simply acting slow, rebooting the iPad could be the key to
solving your issue. More »

09 Great Tips Every iPad Owner Should Know
Did you know you can download free books to read in iBooks?
Or lock the orientation of the iPad? Or find an app quickly using
Spotlight Search? There are a number of diﬀerent tips and tricks
you can do with your iPad, but sometimes it is not so easy to
figure them out. This lesson will cover a number of tips that can
help you get more out of the iPad. More »
18
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Adam C. Engst posted the following article to tidbits.com on
February 12, 2018. tinyurl.com/y8sdwzg4. © TidBITS Publishing
Inc. He is the publisher of TidBITS and Take Control Books. He
has written numerous books and many magazine articles.

HomePod First Impressions: Let The
(Apple) Music Play - Tidbits
By Adam C. Engst
My HomePod arrived on Friday, February 9th, and I wasted no
time in extracting the surprisingly dense HomePod from Apple’s
elegant, almost artistic packaging, and setting it up on the dining
room table. I call this photo “Still Life with HomePod.”

Obviously, there are a few minor workarounds to this single-user
limitation, such as creating a shared Reminders list (or using the
Family Reminders list, if you’re using family sharing) and explicitly
directing new tasks to that list, and I’m sure we’ll discover more
as we go. But my first impression is that Apple has punted on the
technically diﬃcult question of connecting multiple accounts to
the HomePod so Tonya could send texts, add things to her
Reminders lists, and access her Apple Music playlists and
personalization.

I use the singular above because, although many HomePods will
live in shared spaces throughout our houses, the iOS 11-like
Quick Start process made it clear that it was essentially “my”
HomePod. Tonya is, of course, welcome to use it, but it will take
its cues for what music to play from my Apple Music collection, it
will send texts from my Apple ID, and any reminders added via
Siri will collect in my default Reminders list.

It’s worth noting that the HomePod can play only music from
19
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Apple Music, purchased from the iTunes Store, or stored in
iCloud Music Library via iTunes Match. Notably, it can’t play
tracks in your iTunes library via Home Sharing, at least on its
own. That said, it works fine as an AirPlay speaker, so anything
you can play on your Mac, iPhone, or iPad, you can stream to the
HomePod. It would be nice to see Apple adding Home Sharing
support in the future, though the company is clearly focusing its
energy on paid cloud services.
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louder than was comfortable. We generally run it between 15 and
40 percent.
Happily, unlike our stereo system, which draws about 30 watts
idle and 40 watts in use and thus makes us want to turn it on
only when we’re using it, the HomePod sips power, taking
roughly 4 to 7 watts when playing, 2.5 to 3 watts when it is
resting but has been used recently, and 0 watts, occasionally
spiking to 1.5 watts or so, when it has been alone in a quiet room
for some time.

Audio Quality -- Enough whining — the HomePod is a speaker,
so on to the music! I’ll date myself here, since the first song
Tonya and I played was “The Man’s Too Strong,” from the 1985
“Brothers in Arms,” by Dire Straits. That album was one of the
first recorded on a Sony 24-track digital tape machine, and one
of the first directed at the then-new CD market. Dire Straits
sounded great, far better than an iPhone on its own or an iPhone
in a Mangobeat amplifier (see “Mangobeat Amplifies iPhone
Volume Naturally and Sustainably,” 9 December 2016 — sadly, it
appears to be defunct).

I won’t pretend to be an audiophile, nor to be able to oﬀer any
objective advice about the HomePod’s sound. If you look
elsewhere, you’ll find plenty of opinions — the musically involved
Kirk McElhearn thinks the HomePod is overly bassy, perhaps due
to its digital signal processing, which works well with some types
of music, but less well with others. How the HomePod compares
to any other speaker probably depends on room setup,
connection/transmission technologies, and much more.

Our house, which dates from 1984, was built with speaker wires
in the walls and a pair of Realistic bookshelf speakers mounted
high up in the kitchen. In the living room, we’ve attached a pair of
decent Mission speakers from 1990 to a somewhat newer
Yamaha receiver, and it gets music via an AirPort Express over
AirPlay. The HomePod sounds better than the Realistic speakers,
which can’t compete on bass, but is pretty comparable to the
much larger Mission speakers. Comparable, that is, except for
the fact that the HomePod can’t do stereo. To be fair, the beamforming tweeter array can provide some spatial separation, so
while one HomePod can’t provide stereo, it doesn’t sound quite
like a single speaker.

True audiophiles have probably invested significant time, money,
and eﬀort into building stereo systems that sound much better.
They might see the HomePod much like a pro photographer
would see a point-and-shoot camera — a distinct step down in
quality, but perfect for informal use. Younger, more mobile people
might appreciate the HomePod’s quality because they’ve grown
up with headphones and don’t have ungainly stereo systems.
And those who have been struggling along for years with
somewhat unsatisfactory audio systems might see the HomePod
as the opportunity to leap into the modern era, particularly once
Apple updates the HomePod’s software so two of them can work
in stereo mode. That’s due later this year, along with support for
multi-room audio.

The HomePod can fill a room with sound — it has plenty of
power. In our house, where the first floor is largely open and
roughly 24 by 48 feet (7 by 14 meters) with 8–10 foot (2.5–3m)
ceilings, there’s no problem hearing the HomePod at 75 percent
volume anywhere downstairs. At full volume, I measured the
HomePod at about 80 decibels at 6 feet (2m) away — definitely

Speaker Smartness -- Although you can stream music to the
HomePod from an iOS device or Mac via AirPlay, and via the new
controls Apple recently added (see “New Ways to Control Your
Apple TV in iOS 11.2.5 and iTunes 12.7.3,” 2 February 2018),
you’re most likely to control it directly via Siri. “Hey Siri, play
20
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some soft jazz,” and “Hey Siri, play the Yardbirds radio” work
well, with Siri tapping Apple Music for a jazz playlist and pulling
out tracks that are similar to the music of the Yardbirds.
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Siri on the HomePod can do some level of trivia, like how far it is
from the Earth to Mars, or who wrote “Catcher in the Rye,” but
organically, I’ve never had a real question that, when I posed it to
the HomePod, it could answer satisfactorily. This was also true of
the Google Home, when we had that, and various Amazon Echos
I’ve interacted with in other people’s houses. So either I’m an
outlier, or this use case is akin to being told that personal
computers are great for keeping your recipes — nominally true,
but not something people did much.

However, I often found myself somewhat at sea because I
seldom think, “I’d like to listen to songs that are musically similar
to the Yardbirds.” This may date me too, but I usually approach
the idea of listening to music with an open mind, and only hit
upon something to play after scanning a list of available albums
or artists. Back in the day, that meant looking at a shelf of LPs or
CDs, and now it’s a matter of looking through my Apple Music
library. With Siri on the HomePod, that’s not possible, so you
have to be specific, or bail entirely and say, “Hey Siri, play music
I’ll like” to get your personal station in Apple Music. You can work
around this by finding tracks on the iPhone or Mac and then
sending the audio to the HomePod via the new controls.

I don’t have any HomeKit devices, so I wasn’t able to test the
HomePod’s capability to control them via Siri. I presume that
works — the commands are quite simple, and there’s no reason
to assume it wouldn’t. Honestly, being able to control HomeKit
switches and the like via Siri on the HomePod increases our
interest in installing such automation a bit, though we could, of
course, have done the same stuﬀ through Siri on the Apple
Watch.

You can adjust the volume by asking Siri to change the volume
by percentages — “Hey Siri, set the volume to 20 percent.” Other
standard controls work via Siri too: pause, play, skip, and so on.
You can even tell Siri to fast-forward or rewind some number of
seconds. If you don’t want to ask Siri for help, just tap the
volume buttons on the top of the HomePod, or between them to
stop playing.

More successful were simple things like setting a timer (“Hey Siri,
set a timer for 20 minutes.”) and sending text messages (“Hey
Siri, text Tonya ‘Dinner will be ready in 15 minutes.’”). Getting the
HomePod to read incoming text messages was a bit clumsier,
since it merely binged to indicate there was a response, and then
I had to say, “Hey Siri, read my messages.”

Notably, the HomePod picks up your commands even if music
was playing quite loud. We used a Google Home for a little while
last year, and that was one of its problems — it couldn’t pick out
commands that well when it was itself the source of a lot of
sound.

Hey Siri Priorities -- Siri on the HomePod is always listening for
the “Hey Siri” trigger, but you might have other Apple devices
that are as well. I’m in the same room as the HomePod, typing
on an iPad Pro, with my iPhone X next to me on the chair, and an
Apple Watch Series 2 on my wrist. So which answers to “Hey
Siri”?

Although Siri does fine at controlling music and telling you about
it — I like being able to say, “Hey Siri, what’s playing?” when I
don’t know the name of a song I recognize — it’s not nearly as
good at general knowledge questions. Sure, it can give you a
somewhat lame weather forecast and report on traﬃc conditions
(we don’t have anything worth calling traﬃc here in Ithaca), but
those tasks are better accomplished in other ways. (Like with
Dark Sky for forecasts and Google Maps for real-time traﬃc.)

First, note that, usually, only one responds per owner (by Apple
ID). That said, my iPad Pro and the iPhone X always wake up and
show that they’re listening, before realizing that another device
has priority.
Which device gets priority is interesting. My iPhone X, when it’s
unlocked, and the Apple Watch, when I’ve raised my wrist to look
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not the primary HomePod user, since this priority scheme
doesn’t work for them. If Tonya raises her wrist and says “Hey
Siri” to her Apple Watch, both it and the HomePod respond. Not
great.
HomePod and Apple TV -- You can send audio from your Apple
TV to the HomePod. Set this on the Apple TV in Settings > Video
and Audio > Audio Output, or, for a shortcut, press and hold the
Play/Pause button on the Siri Remote while on the main Apple
TV screen. Also, in many apps, you can switch to the HomePod
while watching a show by swiping down to reveal audio controls.
This is mostly useful if your HomePod is in the same room as the
Apple TV. In my initial testing, I experienced a few audio dropouts
right after starting a new program, but it settled down after a few
seconds and the audio synced perfectly with the video. That
perfect synchronization also happens if you play video on
another device and send the audio to the HomePod via AirPlay,
which isn’t entirely common among AirPlay receivers.
A few notes about the Apple TV integration:
•
When audio is playing through the HomePod, you
can use “Hey Siri” to pause and play the Apple TV content,
change volume, and even rewind and fast-forward X minutes.
However, other things Siri on the Apple TV can do, like tell you
who stars in a movie, still work only when you press and hold the
Siri button on the Siri Remote.

at it, share top priority, as the closest devices to me. In fact, if I
give both attention at the same time, they’ll both respond to “Hey
Siri,” and the HomePod will blithely continue playing music.

• When you’re not playing audio on the HomePod through
the Apple TV, you can control the HomePod normally via “Hey
Siri” again.

However, if neither has my attention, the HomePod takes priority
next, which means that it responds most of the time that I’m not
actively looking at the iPhone X or Apple Watch. The iPad Pro is
the odd man out, getting priority only if I’m not within range of
the HomePod and neither of the other two devices has attention.
That’s true even if I’m actively typing on the iPad.

• Activating the HomePod with “Hey Siri” disconnects the
HomePod from the Apple TV, forcing you to reconnect via the
Play/Pause button shortcut. There might be a way of using Siri
on the Siri Remote to connect it, but my guesses at “Change
audio output to HomePod” and “Change audio output to Dining
Room” (the name of my HomePod) didn’t work.

Of course, you can always force Siri to respond on a particular
device by invoking it manually with a button press instead of
“Hey Siri.” That approach becomes necessary for anyone who is
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Plus, if you want to use voice control to interact with your task
lists, text messaging, and so on, you’ll need a HomePod.
Support could be deeper — you can’t access calendars or
contacts via the HomePod yet — but it’s a safe bet you’ll never
be able to do that via competing devices that can’t access
iCloud.

HomePod as Speakerphone -- I almost forgot about the
speakerphone capability of the HomePod — you can start a call
on the iPhone and then tap the Audio button and select the
HomePod to transfer the call to the HomePod. Honestly, this
works brilliantly — the HomePod is unquestionably the best
speakerphone I’ve ever used. Sound quality is fabulous, and it
handles people moving around the room well.

You might not be happy about this, but it’s entirely rational for
Apple to force users into this choice because “Apple
everywhere” is the path of least resistance for those with Macs,
iPhones, and iPads. Apple has no incentive to help Spotify in any
way, and that’s all that opening the HomePod up would do at this
point. Even if Apple does decide to open the HomePod up to the
wider world in the future, it’s more important for it to work well
within the Apple ecosystem first.

You can transfer calls made via the Phone app and FaceTime
Audio, but not other voice-over-IP apps like Skype, Google
Hangouts, and Slack. It’s possible that Apple will provide an API
to tap into the HomePod and updates to those apps will support
it, which would be great.
Unfortunately, you can’t ask Siri on the HomePod to make calls,
which seems a shame. Perhaps Apple will add this capability in
the future — it doesn’t seem like it should be that hard for the
HomePod to do Wi-Fi calling, as can the Mac and iPad, or even
just control its paired iPhone to place the call.

Apple’s greatest resource, in many ways, is its installed base.
The fact that the company is making radically more money than
ever before in its Services category (including Apple Music) and
the Other category (which includes accessories like the AirPods
and Apple Watch) shows that Apple thinks its best bet going
forward is to entice current users into spending more on Apple
services and accessories that will enhance their overall
experience. The HomePod fits right into this strategy.

The Competitive Landscape -- Right now, the HomePod
occupies a somewhat uncomfortable space at $349. Amazon
now has six Echo products: the Echo Dot for $39.99, the Echo
for $84.99, the Echo Plus for $149.99, the small-screen Echo
Spot for $119.99, the larger-screen Echo Show for $179.99, and
the camera-laden Echo Look for $199.99. Over at Google, the
Google Home Mini costs just $39 right now, the mid-range
Google Home is $99, and the Google Home Max (probably the
most comparable in terms of audio quality) is $399.
Why would anyone buy a HomePod over one of the more mature
and radically cheaper devices from Amazon or Google? Audio
quality, perhaps, but the big one is complete integration with the
Apple ecosystem. The Amazon and Google devices won’t work
with Apple Music, just Spotify, so if you don’t have a Spotify
account, the HomePod gets a lot more attractive right oﬀ.
(Conversely, if you do use Spotify, the HomePod is a lot less
interesting.) Having the HomePod appear as an audio output
device for any iOS device or Apple TV is similarly a big deal.
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David Pogue posted the following article to yahoo.com on
February 6, 2018. tinyurl.com/y7a2929g. © Yahoo Inc. David, a
tech columnist for Yahoo is one of the world's best-selling how-to
authors; his Missing Manual series includes over 100 titles.

Apple's Homepod Speaker: Either Way
Late Or Way Early
By David Pogue
Apple (AAPL) has never been ashamed to be late to the party.
The iPod wasn’t the first pocket music player; the iPhone wasn’t
the first cellphone; the Apple Watch wasn’t the first smartwatch.
But in each case, Apple won the category by making its product
better.

The Apple HomePod is here at last: get a black or white pod in
your home.

On Friday, you’ll be able to buy the HomePod, Apple’s answer to
the smart speakers from companies like Amazon, Google, and
Sonos. It is indeed way late to the party, even by Apple’s
definition — last June, Apple said that it would ship the
HomePod in time for the holidays.

Music first
You hear people shrieking about the HomePod’s price, which is
$350. “I could get an Amazon Echo Dot for $40!”
Well, yeah. And instead of buying a Tesla, you could buy a bike
oﬀ of Craigslist. It’s just not the same thing.

But the HomePod is better only in the “speaker” sense. Despite
all of those delays, despite the chance Apple has had to study its
rivals, despite the fact that Apple says it’s been working on the
HomePod for six years, the “smart” part of this speaker is way
behind.

This thing is built. It’s a heavy, squat cylinder (6.8 inches by 5.6
inches), available in black or white. Rubber on the bottom, cloth
mesh around the sides, touch-sensitive screen on the top. Even
the power cord is dressed up.

Which is so weird. Apple’s voice assistant, Siri, was born
before Alexa, “OK Google,” and Cortana. It had a huge head
start. It has no excuse now for being the dumbest smart
assistant on the market.

The touchscreen on the top never displays words or recognizable
pictures; it exists solely to oﬀer a cool, colorful swirling LED light
whenever HomePod is speaking or listening. Then it goes black.
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Apple says that your music habits are encrypted and anonymized
before anything’s transmitted to its servers.
Setting up the HomePod is incredibly easy: You just bring your
iPhone near it and tap Set Up.
The iPhone walks you through the HomePod setup. No iPhone?
No HomePod for you!
Assuming you’re among the 40 million subscribers of the Apple
Music service ($10 a month), you’re in for a glorious ride. You can
ask it to start playing music by genre, band, song name, album
name, whatever. “Hey Siri — play Coldplay.” “Hey Siri — play me
some 80’s dance tunes.” “Hey Siri — play ‘The Wall.’” “Hey Siri,
next track.” “Hey Siri, volume up.” “Hey Siri, stop.”
You tap the top to pause playback, or tap + and – to adjust the
volume. You can also double-tap for “next track,” or triple-tap for
previous track.

Things get oﬀ to a very easy start.
After a few setup screens (including, inevitably, an Apple Music
ad), your Apple account password and home Wi-Fi password get
transmitted automatically, and then you’re good to listen.
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($400), Apple HomePod ($350), Sonos One ($200). The
HomePod sounds best.
Maybe that’s because the HomePod contains seven tweeters,
arrayed in a circle, and a gigantic, 4-inch woofer, capable of
moving 0.8 inches, pointing out the top. Or, as Apple describes
it, “array of seven beam-forming tweeters, each with its own
amplifier and transducer. And each custom designed with a
precision acoustic horn that focuses sound for tremendous
directional control.” But you knew that.

You can tap these buttons for volume adjustment—or just speak
your volume requests.
The audio quality will floor you. Let’s just get one thing straight:
The HomePod sounds better than the Google Home Max ($400),
the Sonos One ($200), or the Amazon Echo Plus ($150), let alone
all the smaller Echos and Google Homes. This isn’t a matter of
opinion; it seems to be a universal consensus among critics, and
also my own reaction, based on side-by-side blind listening tests
oﬀered at an Apple suite in New York. (I also conducted my own
test, with listeners from all walks of demographics. it had
very diﬀerent results, as you can see here.) The HomePod has
the most balanced midrange, the most detailed highs, and a
crisp, muscular, musical bass the other little guys can’t touch.

Here’s what the HomePod looks like naked.
At top volume, the HomePod is powerful enough to fill your entire
downstairs, or your entire yard. It gets really loud — so loud that
Siri asks if you’re sure you want to crank it that loud before doing
so. And guess what? It doesn’t distort at 100 percent, like
the Google Home Max does.

From left: The Amazon Echo Plus ($150), Google Home Max
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The HomePod also contains six microphones. They’re designed
to pick up your voice commands even when you’re across the
room, even when it’s blasting music. (My 13-year-old is fond of
subjecting his parents to the following prank. He tells our
Amazon Echo: “Alexa, play ‘Who Let the Dogs Out’ at 100%
volume.” The Echo complies — but at that point, it’s impossible
for it to hear any further commands! There’s no way to stop it
except to get oﬀ the couch, march over, and tap it. The
HomePod, on the other hand, can always hear you. You can say:
“Hey Siri — tell me about this album.” “Hey Siri — who’s this
singer?” “Hey Siri — play more like this.” And so on.)

MARCH 2018

(sorry, kitchen chefs). It can’t check your email.
It also can’t make free speakerphone calls to any number without
needing a phone, the way the Amazon Echo and Google Home
can. You can use the HomePod for dictating texts and reading
incoming ones, if your iPhone is within range; and the HomePod
can be a speakerphone for the iPhone.
But the HomePod can’t tell apart diﬀerent voices in your family,
the way the Google and Amazon speakers can. So if the texting
feature is on, there’s nothing to stop other people from sending
texts “from you” while you’re in the shower, or listening to your
incoming texts when you’re upstairs. For a company that touts
its dedication to personal privacy, Apple dropped the ball on this
one.

But Apple says that the six microphones also serve to sample the
proximity of the walls and ceilings around it. It instantly
reconfigures what’s coming out of those seven tweeters so that
the important stuﬀ, like the band and the singers, come out
toward the room, and the ones on the sides handle reverb,
applause, and the like.

Oh, and while we’re categorizing our disappointments: You can’t
set up two HomePods as a stereo pair, as you can with Google
or Sonos smart speakers. Nor is the HomePod multi-room; you
can’t say “Play Barry White in the bedroom,” as you can with its
rivals. Apple says that both of those features will come later in
the year. (What exactly were you doing during those six years,
Apple?)

I don’t know about all that — there’s really no way to tell if all
that’s happening. But never mind. The HomePod sounds really,
really great.

Siri second

Velvet handcuﬀs

If you’re among the 39 million Americans who own an Amazon
Echo or Google Home, you already have certain expectations of
the things it can do for you. You can ask about sports, weather,
news, measurements, facts, timers, reminders, and so on.

The most astonishing limitation of the HomePod is that you must
own an iPhone, iPad, or iPod Touch to set it up, and you must be
an Apple Music subscriber to voice-control music. (It can also
play what’s in your iTunes or iTunes Match libraries.) Unless
you’re all-in on Apple, you can’t even use this thing.

And you can voice-control your home, to the extent that you’ve
bought Apple HomeKit-compatible thermostats, lights, and so
on. Unfortunately, Google and, especially, Amazon are way, way
ahead on smart-home compatibility. Siri can’t even control
anything from Nest, which is probably the most popular brand.

That’s right. Apple’s $350 smart speaker has never heard of
Spotify, the music service that’s twice as popular as Apple Music
(70 million subscribers). No Spotify, no Pandora, no Google Play,
no iHeart Radio.

But the sad, stunning fact is that the HomePod can’t do a lot of
the things that the other speakers can— or even things Siri on
your iPhone can. It can’t call you an Uber. It can’t tell you what’s
on your calendar. It can’t set up more than one timer at a time

The HomePod isn’t a Bluetooth speaker, either, so you can’t
connect any old phone to it.
Now, you can start up non-Apple services on their various iPhone
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apps and send the playback through the HomePod. But you
can’t command them by voice, which is the whole point.
“Totally understandable,” you might say. “Apple runs a music
service — they want to drive customers to that.” Well, sure, but
so do Google and Amazon. Yet their speakers let you control
Spotify and other services by voice. And they don’t require one
phone brand or another.
For most people looking for a smart speaker, I’d recommend the
Sonos One (here’s my review). Its audio quality is just shy of the
HomePod’s (you’d notice a diﬀerence only in a direct A/B
comparison test). It contains Amazon Alexa and “OK Google.”
It’s multi-room, it’s stereo-pairable, and — here’s the kicker —
you can buy two for the price of a single HomePod.

Bringing HomePod
Being late to the party is an Apple hallmark — but so is starting
out with a lame 1.0 version. The first iPod worked only with
Macs, not Windows. The first MacBook Air was painfully slow.
The first Apple Music app was a hot, confusing mess. And how
about the Apple Watch 1.0? Yeah — nobody touched it.

It’s a 1.0 product, for sure.
We already know that Apple is working on letting you use two in
a stereo pair, and developing multi-room features (“Hey Siri, play
Taylor Swift in the playroom”). So maybe Apple’s also assembling
a team of voice engineers to bring Siri out of its 2011 rut. Maybe
a software update will bring speaker-independent voice
recognition, so each family member can ask about their own
calendars, texts, and playlists. And maybe Apple’s lawyers are
furiously hammering out the deals with Spotify and Pandora even
as we speak.

Maybe that’s the master plan for the HomePod, too.

Until then, the HomePod sounds amazing only in the literal
sense. Otherwise, it’s best suited only to a core audience of trueblue Appleheads: people who use the iPhone, signed up for
Apple Music, and, preferably, live alone.
In other words, maybe the HomePod isn’t late to the party.
Maybe it’s just really, really early.
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forgotten all about it.
It is a measure of how thoroughly Amazon’s voice assistant has
wormed herself into our lives, and into much of the culture
beyond, that I never considered unplugging her after the scream.
Instead I chalked the incident up to a harmless bug — one of the
many mysteries of living with an artificial intelligence life form that
can be summoned at a breath. (An Amazon representative
oﬀered to investigate, but said the company had never heard of
such a thing happening before and didn’t think Alexa was even
capable of making such a sound.)

Why We May Soon Be Living In Alexa’s
World
By Farhad Manjoo

When Amazon unveiled Alexa three and a half years ago, it was
roundly jeered. Now, against all expectations, even though she’s
sometimes unpredictable and unpolished, Alexa is here to stay.
And that may be underplaying it; people in tech have recently
begun to talk about Alexa as being more than just part of a hit
gadget.
Something bigger is afoot. Alexa has the best shot of becoming
the third great consumer computing platform of this decade —
next to iOS and Android, a computing service so ubiquitous that
it sets a foundation for much of the rest of what happens in tech.

My wife and I were just settling into bed one night when Alexa,
the other woman in my life, decided to make herself heard.

It is not a sure path. Amazon could screw this up, and rivals like
Google have many cards to play to curb Alexa’s rise. Amazon’s
strategy — something like a mix between Google’s plan for
Android and Apple’s for the iPhone — is also unusual. And there
are lingering social concerns about voice assistants and, as I
discovered, their sometimes creepy possibilities. How many
people, really, are willing to let an always-on device in their
house?

Without being summoned, the Amazon Echo Dot at my bedside
— one of the half-dozen devices that Alexa inhabits in our house
— lit up its spectral blue ring, as if it had heard its triggering
wake word, “Alexa.” But instead of oﬀering help with some
household chore, the voice assistant began to wail, like a child
screaming in a horror-movie dream.
“Huh,” I said to my wife when it was over. She said something
less kind.

Despite this, Alexa’s ubiquity is a plausible enough future that it is
worth seriously pondering. In an eﬀort to do so, I recently dived
headlong into Alexa’s world. I tried just about every Alexa gadget
I could get my hands on, including many not made by Amazon,

But here’s what’s really strange: By the next morning, we had
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such as an Alexa-enabled pickup truck, to see what life with her
will be like once she’s everywhere.
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surprised by the number of diﬀerent Alexa devices.
“To me, that says the strategy is working,” he said.

What I found was a mess — many non-Amazon Alexa devices
aren’t ready for prime time — but an inviting one. Late-night
shrieks notwithstanding, one day very soon, Alexa or something
like it will be everywhere — and computing will be better for it.

There are some costs to this strategy, which prizes speed over
polish. The universe of Alexa-enabled products is shaggy. Many
third-party devices get low reviews on Amazon. Many don’t
include some of Alexa’s key functions — I tested devices that
don’t let you set reminders, one of the main reasons to use
Alexa. Technical limitations also prevent non-Amazon devices
from taking advantage of some of Alexa’s best new features, like
the ability to call phones or other Alexas (creating a kind of home
intercom system).

“We had a spectacular holiday,” Dave Limp, Amazon’s senior
vice president of devices and services, said when I called last
month to chat about the assistant’s future.
Amazon is famously cagey about sales numbers, but Mr. Limp
braved a slight disclosure: “We’ve said we’ve sold tens of
millions of Alexa-enabled devices, but I can assure you that last
year we also sold tens of millions of just Echo devices. At that
scale, it’s safe to now call this a category.”

Mr. Limp said Amazon was aiming to fix these limitations, but
conceded that its strategy necessarily led to some low-end
devices. “You’re right, sometimes the ramifications of this will be
that some devices will be out there that aren’t perfect,” he said.

Mr. Limp’s distinction is confusing but important. At Amazon,
Alexa lives in two places. She is part of a device category, the
Echo smart speaker, which now comes in a variety of
permutations, from the $49 Echo Dot to the screen-bearing Echo
Show, which sells for $229. (These prices are merely guidelines;
in its bid for ubiquity, Amazon often oﬀers steep discounts, with
the Dot selling for $29 during last year’s holidays.)
But like Google’s Android operating system, Alexa is also a piece
of software that Amazon makes available for free for other device
makers to put into their products.
At least 50 devices are now powered by Alexa, and more keep
coming. They include dozens of Echo-like smart speakers, home
thermostats, light fixtures, dashboard cameras, smartphones,
headphones, a smoke alarm and a very strange robot.
Alexa is spreading so quickly that even Amazon can’t keep track
of it. Mr. Limp said that as he wandered the floor at the CES
electronics trade show in Las Vegas this year, even he was

Amazon’s Alexa voice assistant is part of Echo smart speakers
like this one, but it is also a piece of software that other device
makers can put into their products.
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But there are also advantages to Alexa’s model for ubiquity.
Imagine if you could gain access to your smartphone on just
about any screen you encountered. Move from your phone to
your TV to your laptop to your car, and wherever you went, you’d
find all your apps, contacts and data just there, accessible
through the same interface.

MARCH 2018

$349 smart speaker, HomePod, does not seem to be aiming for
voice ubiquity.)
The emerging platform war between Amazon and Google could
lead to fallout for users. But their platforms can also play
together. Amazon’s and Google’s relationships with third-party
companies are nonexclusive, which means that hardware makers
are free to add both Alexa and Google Assistant to their
products. Sonos, for instance, now integrates with Alexa, and is
planning to add Google Assistant soon.

That model isn’t really possible for phones. But because Alexa
runs in the cloud, it allows for a wondrously device-agnostic
experience. Alexa on my Echo is the same as Alexa on my TV is
the same as Alexa on my Sonos speaker.

This is not the best outcome for the future; it would be better for
all of us if the next computing platform didn’t come from one of
the current tech giants, and if start-ups didn’t have to rely on
Amazon or Google for this key piece of tech.

And it’s the same even on devices not in your home. Ford — the
first of several carmakers to oﬀer Alexa integration in its vehicles
— lent me an F-150 pickup outfitted with Alexa. The experience
was joyously boring: I called up Alexa while barreling down the
highway, and although she was slower to respond than at home,
she worked just the same. She knew my musical tastes, my
shopping list, the apps and smart-home services I had installed,
and just about everything else.

But that seems unlikely. If Alexa is headed for ubiquity, it’s good
that Google may be, too.

It was the best showcase of the possibilities of always-on voice
computing. In the future, wherever you go, you can expect to talk
to a computer that knows you, one that can get stuﬀ done for
you without any hassle.
There’s a lot of money in the voice game. For Amazon, Alexa’s
rise could lead to billions of dollars in additional sales to its store,
Mark Mahaney, an analyst at RBC Capital Markets, predicted
recently. Amazon is thus not the only company chasing the
dream of everywhere voice computing.
Google, which is alive to the worry that Alexa will outpace it in
the assistant game, is also oﬀering its Google Assistant to other
device makers. Though Amazon remains the leader in the
business, there’s some evidence that Google’s devices gained
market share over the holidays. (Apple, which just released a
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Now it’s Apple’s turn, with the recently unveiled HomePod, which
is actually more of a great speaker that currently lacks the smarts
it needs to really compete. Here’s how these products stack up
against one another in terms of design, features, and pricing.

Design, sound, usefulness, and connectivity
Looks and design

Apple Homepod Vs. Amazon Echo Vs.
Google Home: Which Is Best?

Available in multiple colors and fabrics, the Amazon Echo looks
a bit like a short pillar. The Tap is a little more rugged but similar
in style, while the Dot is a smallish puck. Both the Echo Show
and Spot feature video screens. While the Show is rectangular
like a TV, the Echo Spot is a round-shaped device designed to be
used as an alarm clock. The Echo Plus, which features a built-in
smart hub, resembles a Pringles can. A ring around the edge of
each Echo device lights up when Alexa is listening, and there’s a
mute button on top for when you want privacy. You can adjust
the Echo’s volume by twisting a ring, or the Dot’s using a set of
traditional volume buttons.

By Jenny McGrath

Smart speakers have been called the Trojan horses of the smart
home. They sit on your shelf, always listening for their wake
word. They then send your queries and commands to the cloud,
always learning more about you in the hopes of becoming even
more useful. Amazon started the trend, first putting its Alexa
assistant in the Amazon Echo, then the Show, Echo
Plus, Dot, Tap, and Spot as well as allowing third-party device
makers such as Sonos to have access.

The white-and-gray Google Home features a touch-sensitive top
with LED lights that indicate when the device is working. The
petite, curvy device also sports a modular base, so you can
swap out the default base for one that better suits your living
space. The mute button is found on the back of the Home, and

Google Home was next, followed by the Google Home Mini and
Max, all of which feature Google Assistant and are making huge
strides in the voice assistant market. They’re lagging behind
Alexa in some areas but dominating in others.
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the top is touch-sensitive, so you can adjust the volume by
sliding your finger across it. The Google Home Mini is like a large,
rounded pebble in your hand and comes in several colors. Three
dots light up when the device is listening. The Max, on the other
hand, is much larger and blockier. With a black or gray fabric
cloth covering, it can stand either vertically or horizontally.
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The device features two 4.5-inch woofers and two 0.7-inch
tweeters and boasts insane bass.
The HomePod, with its seven beam-forming tweeters and 4-inch
woofer, takes down the competition. It also has an A8 chip that
oﬀers spacial awareness, meaning it adjusts and directs sound
based on the room it’s in. In his review, Caleb Denison raves over
the HomePod’s sound quality, stating, “From the very first note
we were impressed with the HomePod’s fidelity. We’ve never
whipped out the audiophile lexicon for a smart speaker before,
but the HomePod demands it. Where the Google Home Max is
an oafish brute, the HomePod is an agile athlete with explosive
force at the ready.”

The Apple HomePod comes covered in either a black or white
mesh fabric. It looks a bit like the Home, but without the slanted
top. It’s pod-shaped and almost seven inches high. Like the
Home, the HomePod has a touch-responsive top, with two
volume buttons and a button to manually activate Siri. It glows a
rainbow-like color when it’s active. It’s definitely a nice-looking
speaker made with good quality materials.

With the Home and Echo devices, you can utilize other speakers
via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth. Not the case with the HomePod, which
doesn’t have the ability to connect via Bluetooth. The Echo, can
also sync with other Alexa-enabled devices to give you great
flexibility (and portability) when setting up your home audio
system and smart home. Now you don’t even necessarily have to
buy an Echo or Google Home device: Several third-party speaker
manufacturers have recently announced devices integrated with
Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, or both.

Judging purely by aesthetics and what your needs are, you will
have to decide which device suits your decor better.
Winner: Tie

Sound
Like the Echo devices, Google Home devices and
HomePod must be plugged in to function. This means you have
to consider its placement in your home, and you won’t be
carrying it around. While there are now great-sounding speakers
like the Sonos One with Amazon Alexa built in, Amazon’s line of
Echo devices won’t win any audiophiles’ hearts. Neither will the
Google Home, though. Caleb Denison, Digital Trends’ senior
home theater editor, thought the Echo outperformed the Home
on sound, writing in our review: “While Amazon’s full-size Echo
has a very large sound with full bass that doesn’t go overboard,
Google’s Home over-juices the bass, and ends up sounding like
it’s trying too hard.”
Not the case, however, with the Google Home Max, which was
clearly built for sound. Denison wrote this about the speaker in
his Google Home Max review: “Let’s be clear: The Max isn’t
really designed to be a smart speaker with great sound. It’s a
great speaker that happens to have a smart assistant built in.”

Once the Home and all correlating devices are fully mapped, you
can make very specific requests. Ask Home to “Play Santo and
Johnny in the living room,” for instance, and the device will have
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can isolate speech even in an environment with added ambient
sounds. Similarly, the HomePod has six microphones, and Apple
says they’re each designed to hear you, even over your music.
We found that to be true in most cases.
Winner (for now): HomePod on sound, Home Max on sound,
streaming flexibility, and adaptability

Usefulness and connectivity
These are more than just pretty speakers. They are meant to be
proto A.I.s that help users control smart home devices and
process tasks hands-free. The Echo can integrate with
your Amazon Prime account, granting you access to all the
associated music, movies, and apps. It already works with
many smart-home devices, and is fairly agnostic when it comes
to diﬀerent brands.

Sleep Walk playing in no time. This makes Google Home similar
to Sonos’ speaker systems, with the added benefit of voicecommand technology. It also shares similar functionality with
Chromecast devices, letting you play YouTube videos on your TV
by saying something like, “OK, Google, play The Last Jedi trailer
on the living room TV.” Even in a house brimming with Google
Homes, the company claims that only the closest unit will
respond.

The Home, meanwhile, taps into Google’s suite of apps,
including Google Play. It also integrates with Nest appliances,
allowing you to, for example, set the temperature to 70 degrees
Fahrenheit in specific rooms in your home.
HomePod is all about Apple Music. Its Musicologist works with
the subscription service via the cloud, providing access to 40
million tracks, 2 million artists, and your own playlists. You can
ask it to play a particular artist or song, or to “play more like this”
if you hear something you like, or to tell you “who’s singing” on a
particular track. It’s apparently even smart enough to know what
the top song was on May 5, 2016.

Apple wants you to use its HomePods and Apple Music only.
Right now, there’s no multi-room audio available. HomePod is
compatible with AirPlay 2, Apple’s forthcoming multi-room audio
solution. AirPlay 2 also supports a ton of third-party
speakers, including those from Bang & Olufsen, Bose, Denon,
McIntosh, and Bowers & Wilkins. Presumably, it will act in a
similar fashion to the Home, letting you ask Siri to play songs on
the Bose speakers in your dining room. If you’re looking to
stream Spotify on a HomePod, forget it. For now, only Apple
Music is streamable. You’ll have more flexibility with Echo and
Home devices, which are compatible with Spotify, Pandora, and
most other major services.

Google has thus far partnered with several devices, and the list
keeps growing. Home has the edge with execution of
commands, because you can get away with being a little less
rigorous with requests. For example, with Alexa, you need to ask
Alexa to tell the smart lock to lock. Alexa is quite open in terms of
smart-home devices, and it’s fairly easy to set them up. You just
ask Alexa to discover them, though you’ll still have to link your
account. The number of devices that work with Alexa now
number in the thousands, with more on the way.

Both the Echo and Home also utilize microphones with far-field
technology. Google claims it has incorporated hundreds of
thousands of various audio environments to ensure the Home
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If you have a ton of HomeKit devices, you will be happy to know
that HomePod will act as a hub. It’s about time because, as
of now, users who want to access them remotely need an Apple
TV. It’s important to note that because of Apple’s rigorous
standards, its list of compatible devices is small but growing. You
won’t find some big names like Nest or Belkin Wemo, at least not
yet.
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follow-up questions.
As of now, Amazon’s Echoes with Alexa have far more skills. And
while many, such as its ability to relay bacon facts and pickup
lines, aren’t super-useful, the smart speaker does have the jump
on Google. Still, by opening up the Home to third-party
developers, its number of capabilities is already on the rise.
Winner (for now): Amazon Echo for smart-home control and
skills, Google Home for question answering.

Like Amazon’s Skills, Google also recently opened the Home to
developers with a new service called Actions. If you open your
app, after some clicking — Devices > Settings > More > Services
— you’ll see Kayak, WebMD, NPR One, and a host of
services that have made skills for the Home. Although you have
to enable skills with Alexa, they default to active with the Home.
If you want the Home to hail you an Uber, however, you still have
to link your account.

Getting personal, calling, pricing, and the overall
winner
Getting personal
Both the Echo and Home devices let you set up diﬀerent
household profiles so you can switch between users, which is
very useful if you and your loved ones have diﬀerent tastes in
music. Both can also diﬀerentiate users based on voice.
This means that if you ask for your daily schedule, the speaker’s
answer will be diﬀerent than if your partner asks. However, Alexa
actually bests the Home in terms of calendars, because it
supports all G Suite calendars, while Google’s speaker still only
supports your personal one. This means your work events won’t
show up unless you share them to your personal calendar. In
terms of language support, both devices support American and
British English, though Alexa can also recognize German.

Alexa can carry out a variety of functions, allowing you to play
music, adjust the volume, skip tracks, and carry out other actions

hands-free. She can also answer questions, set timers and
alarms, and make shopping lists. According to Apple, HomePod
will boast a modest list of functions at first — it will be able
to read you the news, traﬃc, and weather, for instance, and set
reminders. You’ll also be able to text someone with Messages.
For those with an iPhone, the speaker will use Siri as its
assistant.

The HomePod does not have the ability to recognize diﬀerent
voices, nor can you attach more than one Apple ID to the device.
That could be problematic in households with multiple users.

The Home makes use of Google Assistant, a no-nonsense helper
that seems like the next evolution of personal computer
assistants. Google Assistant can, like Alexa, perform a number of
personal tasks, from playing music and checking traﬃc,
to scanning your calendar for events. Google Assistant can also
answer questions, and this is where it really shines. Google has
branded its personal assistant as being “conversational.” Not
only can it respond to inquiries and provide the appropriate
response, but it can retain that information and respond to

In terms of parental controls, you can disable purchases via
Alexa, but the speakers have been known to play explicit
content. In terms of privacy, you have to manually delete your
history if you ask Alexa or Google Assistant an awkward
question. Apple’s HomePod encrypts and anonymizes anything
you say to it, so your Apple ID will not be discoverable.
“Proactive Assistance,” one of the Home’s features, prompts the
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speaker to light up with a certain pattern when it has something
pressing to tell you. You can then ask, “What’s up?” and it will tell
you about a traﬃc alert, flight status update, or reminder. Alexa
will also turn green when it has an update to share, but these are
more general, like news alerts or package updates.
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was the only platform that allowed multi-user audio. Now Alexa
has those things as well, and Amazon has introduced several
new intriguing devices to get excited about — including the
alarm-clock-like Echo Spot. So we flipped back to Alexa as the
winner. And, Amazon is still leading the pack with device
compatibility and skills. With that said, Google is rapidly catching
up with Amazon Alexa, announcing several third-party smart
speakers with Google Assistant built in as well as a growing
number of abilities. It’s important to note that Amazon doesn’t
currently have an answer to the great-sounding Google Home
Max. Perhaps that’s on purpose, though, as it lets third-party
manufacturers focus on sound while Amazon continues to
improve Alexa’s intelligence.

Winner (for now): Google for multi-user support and Proactive
Assistance

Calling
Both the Echo and Google Home devices now have the ability
to make phone calls. Both Alexa and Google Assistant lets you
call any number in the United States, although sound quality
varies depending on the device you use. With the Amazon Echo
Show and Spot, which both feature screens, you can also use
the drop-in feature to video chat with other users who have the
same device. Both Google Assistant and Alexa have features that
let you contact other devices in your home so that they serve as
intercoms.
The HomePod does not currently a calling feature. Starting to
see a theme, here?
Winner (for now): Tie between Echo and Google Home

Pricing and availability
The all-new Amazon Echo is selling for $85 right now, while the
Dot is $40. Amazon’s other devices that feature more bells and
whistles (like the Plus, Show, and Spot) are more expensive. The
Google Home is going for $99 right now, while the popular Mini
is $39. The Google Home Max costs a hefty $399, while Apple’s
HomePod will set you back $349.

Apple’s HomePod is a very distant third in the race for smart
speaker superiority. It’s definitely a great sounding speaker, but it
doesn’t have the functionality that the Echo and Home devices
currently have. Of course, when the Google Home started out,
we said the same thing. Look how much has changed in the last
year.

Winner (for now): Amazon Alexa
Overall winner: Amazon Alexa
When we first wrote this comparison after the Home launched,
the Echo was the clear winner. When we did an update of this
piece, we changed our winner to Google, because at the time it
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Andrew Orr posted the following article to macobserver.com on
February 20, 2018. tinyurl.com/ycpgy6ha. © The Mac Observer,
Inc. Andrew is a freelance writer and amateur photographer from
Michigan.
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Spotlight

Macos: 5 Ways To Find And Launch Mac Apps
By Andrew Orr
There are multiple ways to find and launch Mac apps, and we’re
here to tell you about 5 of them.

Finder
It’s not glamorous, nor is it fast, but nevertheless one way to find
and launch apps is by using Finder. macOS has a dedicated
Applications folder where all your apps are found. You’ll find
Applications in the sidebar on the left, or by going to
[ComputerName] > Applications.

A faster way to launch apps is Spotlight. You can launch
Spotlight by clicking the magnifying glass icon in the menu bar,
or with the keyboard shortcut Command (⌘) + Space. Then,
just start typing a few letters of the app name, and it will appear.

Launchpad
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on December
29, 2017. tinyurl.com/y7bg3783. © OSX Daily.

Launchpad first came to the Mac with OS X Lion. It’s a fullscreen
graphical user interface (GUI) that makes it easy to find apps.
Once you find the app you want, just click on its icon. Access
Launchpad by clicking the Launchpad app in the dock (default
location). Or, you can access it with a trackpad gesture. Pinch
inward with your thumb and three or more fingers.

How To Add iCloud Drive To Dock Of
Mac OS
iCloud Drive allows for easy cloud access and storage of data
from Mac and iOS devices, and so having the ability to quickly
get to iCloud Drive at any time via the Dock can be very
convenient for many Mac users.
While there are various ways to access iCloud Drive from a Mac,
one of the fastest ways to access iCloud Drive is by placing it
into the Dock of Mac OS, much like many iPad and iPhone users
do in iOS. In Mac OS this may not look possible on first glance,
but by digging around a little in the Mac file system you can
place the iCloud Drive icon into the Dock for expedient access
from anywhere.

Dock
When you first set up a Mac, you’ll find a selection of Apple’s
apps on the Dock. You can add apps to the Dock, or remove
them. To add an app, go to Applications Finder, then drag the
app onto the Dock. To remove an app, click and drag the app oﬀ
the Dock, and it will disappear in a puﬀ of smoke.

In order to place iCloud Drive into the Dock of Mac OS, you will
need to access a system folder and use that as the shortcut for
adding to the Dock. That probably sounds more complex than it
is, because here’s all you need to do:

Siri

1.
Go to the Finder of Mac OS, then pull down the “Go”
menu and choose “Go To Folder”
2.

Enter the following path exactly, then hit Return:

/System/Library/CoreServices/Finder.app/Contents/Applications/
Siri came to the Mac with macOS Sierra. One of many things she
can do is launch apps. Access Siri by clicking the Siri icon in the
dock, in the menu bar, or assign a keyboard shortcut in System
Preferences.
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3.
Locate the “iCloud Drive.app” application in this directory,
then drag and drop it into the Dock on the Mac where you’d like
iCloud Drive to be located

MARCH 2018

Of course you can always access iCloud Drive from the Finder
window sidebar, or from the Go menu itself too, but placing it in
the Dock has the added benefit of being immediately accessible
from anywhere and any other application, without having to
return to the Finder first.
For some quick background: iCloud Drive continues to be named
iCloud Drive on the Mac, but it has now been renamed as “Files”
in iOS with iCloud Drive being a location within the Files app in
the iOS world. Now Files app in always visible in iOS, whereas
before iCloud Drive had to be made visible on iOS Home Screen,
similar to how it used to be hidden by default on the Mac too.
Nonetheless, if you access iCloud Drive on the Mac or iCloud
Drive via Files app on an iPhone or iPad, the file contents will be
the same.
If you enjoyed this you’d likely appreciate some other iCloud
Drive tips, so check them out.

Now you can click on the iCloud Drive icon directly in the Mac
Dock to open it immediately.

With quick Dock access, it’s faster than ever to both access your
iCloud Drive files and also copy files to iCloud Drive on the
Mac, or move them to there.
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on February 5,
2018. tinyurl.com/yaz8bl4f. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips
and good info.

Hitting that keystroke combination will instantly hide every other
app and window in the background, but keep the foreground
windows and app active and available.

How To Hide All Other Windows Except
Active App On Mac Os

Think of this as a quick declutter keyboard shortcut.
This Command+Option+H keyboard shortcut may sound familiar
to you, perhaps because it is a variation of the ever-useful
Command+H keyboard shortcut on a Mac which hides all
windows, including the active window and app, except of course
the active app and windows stay open and visible with this
variation.

Want to quickly focus your attention on the active application in
Mac OS by hiding all other windows? There’s an excellent littleknown keyboard shortcut and menu item that does exactly that,
and when executed properly you will hide literally every window
and open application on the Mac except for the currently active
application.

So remember, Command+Option+H hides all windows from all
applications except for the currently active window. Whereas
Command+H hides all windows from the currently active
application. With either of these keystrokes, you can just click on
the relevant Dock app icon to find the windows again.

This is an incredibly useful keyboard shortcut and feature if your
Mac screen is overloaded with a million windows and apps and
you want to quickly dismiss unused background apps, without
having to quit them or arrange any other windows. All this does is
hide the inactive application windows, it doesn’t close anything,
so you can easily get to the hidden apps again if need be.

This Hide All Other Windows and Apps trick pairs particularly well
with enabling the translucent Mac Dock icons for hidden apps tip
since that makes it extra easy to identify which apps are hidden
by transforming their Dock icons into slightly transparent to
indicate being hidden.

How to Hide All Inactive Windows & Apps in Mac
OS: Command + Option + H
The keyboard shortcut to hide all other inactive windows and
apps on the Mac is simple:
•

How to Hide All Other Windows and Apps by Menu
Item

Command + Option + H

If you’re not a fan of Keyboard Shortcuts you can also access the
Hide All Others option via menus in any application:
1. From the active application you want to maintain focus
from, pull down the application name menu (for example,
Preview)
2. Choose “Hide All Others”
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John Martellaro posted the following article to macobserver.com
on February 20, 2018. tinyurl.com/y9ddz3uy. © The Mac
Observer, Inc. A scientist and author, he has worked for NASA,
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, & Apple.

How To Get Around One Of The Most
Annoying macOS (Non) Features
By John Martellaro
One of the most annoying features of macOS is the persistent
notification of available software updates. Sure, software updates
are important, especially security updates. But if you’ve ever
seen this annoying, persistent, error-prone pop-up from macOS,
you may feel that there has to be a better way. There is.

The eﬀect of the menu option is exactly the same as the
keyboard shortcut.
Another great window/app de-clutter and focus tip is to use
Spaces, specifically opening a new Desktop Space from Mission
Control on the Mac and using that new virtual desktop as a place
to use a specific application that requires focus.
And if you ever want to hide and minimize absolutely everything
open on a Mac, you can use Command+Option+H+M to both
hide and minimize all windows, whether they are active in the
foreground, background, or not.
Too easy to click an undesired choice.

If you enjoyed this tip you’ll likely appreciate this collection of 7
tips for window management in Mac OS as well.

That pop-up message is, in fact, driven by a setting in the Mac
App Store application. That’s found, of course, under the Apple
Menu > App Store… (See Apple’s tech note: “How to update the
software on your Mac.”
When you select the App Store…, you may be tempted to think
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of what you see as a built-in macOS function. But it’s really just
an application. And applications have their preferences.
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Apple has a vested interest in helping its customers keep their
software up-to-date. Updates are released for good reasons, not
the least of which are the security improvements that are typically
baked in.

After you launch the App Store…, take a look at App Store >
Preferences, and you’ll see this.

However, it seems to me that the automatic notice, shown in the
first figure above, could be improved dramatically.
What I’d like to see, instead, is a simple box that says, “Time up
review software updates.” With Yes and No buttons. If you
click No, it goes away. Done. If you click Yes, you get a much
bigger window. It would have a list of available updates, much
like the Mac App Store’s “Updates” tab.
However, there would be two extra fields for each entry.
1. A label for urgency: {Security Critical, Important, Routine}
2. Remind me again in “X” days. A user defined number.
That way, the user can gracefully get on with urgent work without
worrying about clicking the wrong field in the current pop-up,
software updates are still monitored, and the user can define
when to be pestered again for each entry. I can imagine that if a
user defers a “Security Critical” update for more than a day or
two, the pestering ramps up to some level Apple would define.
In any case, the current annoying and potentially confusing
method doesn’t seem to fit in with both the capabilities of
macOS and the daily needs of most users. It’s time to fix that in
macOS 10.14.

Mac App Store Preferences.
If you check the box, “Automatically check for updates” that
will lead to those periodic notifications. But if you leave it
unchecked, it’ll be up to you, from time to time, to check for
available updates. That’s especially helpful if you want to
maintain a fixed configuration for, say, 32-bit app compatibility
down the road. But it also means you’ll have to monitor and pay
special attention to important security updates.

A Better Way
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Adam C. Engst posted the following article to tidbits.com on
January 16, 2018. tinyurl.com/y9j6y6a4 © TidBITS Publishing Inc.
He is the publisher of TidBITS. He has written numerous books
and many magazine articles.

Dictation Eases Data Entry
By Adam C. Engst
As I’ve mentioned a few times in TidBITS, one of my hobbies is
competitive running. As part of that, I’ve become involved with
the Finger Lakes Runners Club, where I organize regular track
meets for hundreds of runners. Using technology to manage
running events is an intriguing challenge that I could go on about
for ages, but for complicated reasons, I’ve been forced to revert
to manual data entry when it comes to publishing finishing times
for our relay races. I feel like I’m back in the 1980s, typing
numbers on my Das Keyboard — at least it provides a keypad,
unlike many other keyboards.

On the Mac, however, you need to turn it on. In macOS 10.13
High Sierra, enable it in System Preferences > Keyboard >
Dictation. Make sure to select the Use Enhanced Dictation
checkbox.

I realize that manual data entry isn’t something many people
have to do all that often, but I’ve discovered a vastly simpler and
more accurate way to transcribe a set of numbers: dictation! I’m
a little embarrassed that it took me so long to figure this out, but
I’ve never heard of anyone using dictation for numeric data entry
before.
The realization that I could use dictation came to me when I was
wishing I had someone to read me the numbers for our most
recent relay results. It’s diﬃcult to look at the timing tape, read a
number, transfer attention to the keyboard, and then type the
number accurately. That’s especially true with races that last
more than 1 minute, where the times all have colons separating
the minutes from the seconds — keypads don’t make it easier to
type a colon.

Since I need to create a CSV file in the end for uploading to the
club’s WordPress-based Web site, I started on my iMac, in Excel
2016. Dictation worked there, but it was frustrating because I had
to select a cell and then click in it to get an insertion point before

In iOS, dictation is always available via the microphone button on
the standard keyboard.
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anything I dictated would be inserted.
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saying “dot” instead of “point” prevented a few spurious spaces
from creeping in. Since I have Notes syncing via iCloud, it was
child’s play to open it on my Mac in order to copy the numbers to
my spreadsheet.

Next, I tried Numbers, which worked a little better in that I could
press Return after my number was recognized to move to the
next cell and read another number. Neither understood “New
line” as “Press Return to take me to the next cell down.” But the
proof of concept was there.

For giggles, I also tried dictating a list of dates and then a series
of times. iOS’s dictation recognized both perfectly. Naturally, as
soon as you get into ordinary words, its accuracy drops, and
you’d have to check everything and fix a variety of mistakes. But
with numbers and highly regularized data, there isn’t nearly as
much room for error.

However, dictation in macOS has some recognition quirks,
particularly when zeroes or decimals are involved. Here are some
of the variants I tried, and the specific results could vary with
diﬀerent numbers as well. Oddly, speaking slightly faster
improved the chances that the last two variants would work.

In fact, I’d suggest that dictating numbers into iOS might be the
most accurate way of entering them from paper. It’s easy to
make mistakes when transferring your gaze back and forth
between a sheet of paper and the keyboard, and it’s also easy to
tap a wrong key accidentally. But when you’re dictating, you can
devote all your attention to reading and speaking the numbers,
eliminating both context-switching and typing mistakes.

• “Four colon zero three point three” results in “4:0 3.3”
• “Four colon oh three point three” results in “4:03 .3”
• “Four colon oh three dot three” usually results in “4:oh three.3”
but sometimes the correct “4:03.3”
• “Four colon zero three dot three” often results in “4:03three.3”
and also sometimes the correct “4:03.3”

Give it a try!

My first reaction to these errors was to use BBEdit to dictate a
series of numbers using one of the first two formats above, since
it would be easy to go through afterward and delete the spurious
spaces. That worked well, in fact, since I’d speak a number, say
“New line,” and then go on to the next number. Then I could
copy that set of numbers and paste it into the spreadsheet I was
using to create the CSV file.
Then I had another thought — what about the iPhone? I opened
up Notes, and started reading down my column of numbers,
separating each one with the “New line” command. And you
know what? Dictation in iOS was way better than on the Mac,
and no matter which of the variants I used, it formatted the
number right every time. In subsequent testing, I discovered that
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Filip Truta posted the following article to macworld.com on
November 9, 2017. tinyurl.com/y9kgwy9x. © IDG Consumer &
SMB. He is a Content Writer at Bitdefender.
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& Groups.
Your next order of business will be to disable the Automatic
Login function. Visit Security & Privacy -> General and tick the
box next to “Disable automatic login.”

How To Secure Your Mac – Part 1

By Filip Truta

F i n a l l y, I re c o m m e n d e n a b l i n g “ R e q u i re p a s s w o rd
‘immediately’ after sleep or screen saver begins.” This helps
you control who has access to your device when left in coworking spaces or other semi-public places and you forget to
lock it.

Yes—the newest macOS features built‑in encryption, crash‑safe
protections, and simplified data backup on the fly. But the many
versions of Apple’s desktop operating system in use today still
leave a variety of simple ways for users to protect their privacy
and security.

Create a non-admin account

The newest macOS features built-in security features – but users
with older OS’s can protect their privacy and devices with these
simple techniques.

It’s always a good idea to have a ‘guest’ account available, just in
case you want to allow other people to use your Mac but keep
the apps and settings, including security settings, intact. To add
an account:

The following is the first in a 2-part series of tips & tricks for any
Mac user who is eager to strengthen the security of their Apple
computer and ensure privacy.

Perform a 'secure' setup

•
•
•
•

Your Mac comes out of the box with no user account, which
means you must create one. Whether you’re new to Macs or an
experienced user, be sure to create a password-protected
account by visiting Apple menu -> System Preferences -> Users
45

Choose Apple menu > System Preferences
Click Users & Groups
Click the padlock icon to unlock it
Enter your administrator name and password
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• Choose Apple menu -> System Preferences -> Parental
Controls

Click the add (+) button below the list of users
Click the New Account pop-up menu
Choose a type of user / new account

• Click the padlock icon and enter an administrator name
and password

The macOS, particularly High Sierra, oﬀers the ability to create
several types of non-admin users, depending on who else is
going to use that Mac. The options include:

• Select a user (or click “+” and add one) then click
Enable Parental Controls

•
Standard: Can install apps and change their own
settings, but can’t add other users or change other users’
settings;

•

Set restrictions

Enable Firewall
Enabling your Mac’s firewall blocks any undesired traﬃc coming
from other devices on the same network. This means your
computer can’t be discovered by malicious hackers that are
sharing the coﬀee shop Wi-Fi with you, for instance.
• Go to System Preferences -> Security & Privacy ->
Firewall -> Turn on Firewall.

•
Managed with Parental Controls: Can only access
the apps and content specified by the administrator managing
the user;
•
Sharing Only: Can access shared files remotely but
can’t log in to or change settings on the computer.

Enable parental controls
If the kids are going to use your Mac, consider setting some
safeguards:
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Enable FileVault
If FileVault is oﬀ, you should seriously consider enabling it.
FileVault encrypts your entire disk on the fly. This will secure the
data on your disk by encrypting its contents automatically.
FileVault is also found under Security & Privacy. A bit of a
warning for this one: Don’t forget your login password or you
might lose all your data.

Adjust your Privacy settings

Install a trusted AV solution

Finally, the Privacy tab under Security & Privacy lets you control
which apps can use your location, fetch your contacts, integrate
with other apps and social networks, or make use of Accessibility
features.

As always, users are encouraged to employ a trusted AV solution
to avoid getting infected with malware.
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Filip Truta posted the following article to macworld.com on
November 15, 2017. tinyurl.com/ycxto4c6. ˚© IDG Consumer &
SMB. He is a Content Writer at Bitdefender.

How To Secure Your Mac – Part 2

Advanced settings allow users to set up firmware passwords and
two-factor authentication
Welcome back! Part 1 of “How to secure your Mac” focused on
general steps you can take to mitigate risk with a short trip to the
Security & Privacy module in the macOS System Preferences.
Part 2 looks at more intricate areas of Apple’s desktop operating
system, where users can perform more-technical tweaks to
further strengthen the security of their Mac and protect their
privacy.

Set a firmware password
One of the first things you can do as you set up anew is to lock
down your Mac with a firmware password to keep bad actors
from booting up your Mac from a USB drive, which would allow
them to bypass your login screen and access your files. To rule
out this scenario:
•

Enable two-factor authentication
Whenever a service asks you to enter the code received by SMS,
that’s a typical two-factor identification (TFA) mechanism. This
additional layer of security is extremely useful in case of identity
theft.

Choose ‘Restart’ from the Apple menu

•
Immediately hold down CMD + R
•
When the Apple logo and ‘loading’ progress bar
appear, lift your fingers oﬀ CMD + R

• Go to System Preferences
• Select iCloud
• If TFA is not enabled, select ‘Continue’ when prompted

•
Wait for the Mac to display the Recovery Console
•
From the above menu bar, select Utilities ->
Firmware Password Utility

• Select ‘Turn On’ then hit ‘Continue’ and follow the onscreen instructions from there.

•
Select ‘Turn On Firmware Password’ and follow
the instructions from there
*Do not forget the password you set. Otherwise, you might lose
access to your data.
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very diﬃcult for advertisers to follow you. Apple’s browser also
stops auto-play for those annoying – at times startling – videos
with sound.

Back up using Time Machine
This is a rule of thumb for pretty much any computer user,
regardless of hardware and software/operating system. If you
want your data to be safe in the unlikely case of a wipeout
(ransomware, anyone?), consider backing up your system – or at
least your most important files. If you choose macOS’s built-in
backup tool for the task, your steps are:
•

Consider using Apple’s Safari web browser

Launch System Preferences

•
Select Time Machine (macOS will display what
type of actions Time Machine will perform as part of the backup
process)

It’s happened to all of us. You look up “flashlight” and the next
thing you know you get flashlight ads everywhere you go. Safari
(version 11.0 and newer) says no to cross-site tracking, making it

Note: The Options module lets you choose select/exclude items
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from backup, perform backups only when the Mac is connected
to a power source, and get notified when old backups are about
to be deleted to make room for new ones.
•
Plug in an external drive that has a decent amount
of free space (at least more than your estimated backup size)
•
Click ‘Select Backup Disk’
•
Select your preferred backup medium and click
‘Use Disk’
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AI And Humans
Super-Ager
By Kathy Garges

Artificial intelligence venturers are harnessing AI in a search for
the fountain of youth – in the form of geroprotectors, biological
compounds or nutrients to slow or reverse human aging and
extend a healthy life span. InSilico Medicine used deep learning
(neural network) AI to identify biomarkers for health and growth in
human blood. In collaboration with the Life Extension Foundation
it tested Ageless Cell, a diet supplement designed to increase
anti-aging biomarkers, now available commercially.
Even if the quest for a fountain of youth (and profits) in
geroprotectors proves elusive, the global population will soon be
top heavy with elders, a trend called super-aging. The related
term “super-ager” refers to the oldest tier of healthy humans,
those 90 and older (sometimes expanded to include those in
their 70s and 80s).
Some coming AI innovations will be especially beneficial for
elders. Self-driving cars, for example, are in the long pipeline of
development to dramatically improve safety for everyone. Little
attention has been paid, however, to how they would also
increase mobility for elders, many of whom have sensory and
cognitive impairments that reduce driving skill.

Plan for the worst

The use of robots as caregivers and social companions for elders
is familiar from media reports about innovative programs. Robot
caregivers are controversial, raising the specter of substandard,
inhuman conditions. But the experience so far seems to show
that robots improve quality of care.

In cyberspace, disasters are always one click away, so make
sure you have a dedicated security solution that oﬄoads the
burden of manually inspecting links, e-mail messages or
applications so you can focus on what really matters to you.

Japan has the biggest percentage (27.3%) of people 65 and
older and has made the most progress in using robots and AI to
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benefit elders. Robots and AI that assist in monitoring health
conditions, engaging and facilitating social interaction, and
providing entertainment, whether in-home or in group residential
facilities, get positive ratings.

MARCH 2018

testing phase appeared at the recent Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas.
Creative eﬀorts to use AI for super-aging are just beginning.
Kenta Toshima, a Tokyo therapist, has travelled the world to
create high-quality virtual reality journeys so elders can reexperience places they previously visited, or experience new
places. IBM and The University of California, San Diego recently
announced a venture to use AI for research and applications to
promote healthy aging and prevent cognitive decline, with a
focus on how the human microbiome (the microorganism
environment inside the human body) aﬀects cognition in aging.

One important finding in both the U.S. and Japan is that elders,
including those who suﬀer dementia, continue to have a strong
human need to care for others. Robots that allow or invite people
to care for them may be more eﬀective and popular than robots
that provide care.
Another key finding is that elder care robots are usually perceived
by elders, their families, and their human caregivers as
supplements, additions and assistants to human caregivers, not
as substitutes. Nor do they seem to function as deceivers that lull
elders into being content with empty “social” interactions.
Instead, they seem to stimulate greater human connection and
interaction.

Gerontologists have noted that young AI developers can be slow
to understand the needs and concerns of elders. AI could benefit
from employing elders as consultants and designers, providing
another avenue for elders to remain productive and fully engaged
in high quality living in super-age.

The main obstacle to providing robots for elder care is cost.
Robots are expensive. This factor also explains why highlypublicized AI devices for assisting the diﬀerently-abled of all
ages, such as brain-controlled artificial limbs and computers,
tend to fizzle. Individual humans cannot aﬀord them, even with
government program funds.

Sources and additional information:
Patrick Cox, “Here's How Pharma Is Using AI Deep Learning To
Cure Aging,” Forbes, March 14, 2017, tinyurl.com/y85buae9
Shiho Fukada, “Watch: Japan faces its old age with robots and
virtual reality,” STAT, February 5, 2018, tinyurl.com/y78kfhvl
Amy Harmon, “Discovering a Soft Spot for Circuitry - Robot
Machines as Companions,” The New York Times, July 4, 2010,
(thanks to MLMUGer Deane Lappin for this reference)
tinyurl.com/27nv74z

Debate about using AI and robots for elder care is likely to
continue. Scientific studies are needed to confirm observational
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minimum standards for quality elder care.

Martha E. Pollack, “Intelligent Technology for an Aging
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